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INTRODUCTION 
The lobe mixer is a device currently being used for thrust augmentation 
on a variety of turbofan engines. The forced mixer is designed to mix 
primary (core) and secondary (fan) flow streams before they enter the exhaust 
nozzle, thus providing the nozzle with air having a more uniform energy which 
results in a more uniform velocity at the nozzle exit. It has long been 
known that by mixing the fan and turbine exhaust streams of a turbofan engine 
in this manner prior to expansion through the exhaust nozzle, a small but 
significant performance gain may be realized. The level of these gains 
depends on trade-offs between the degree of mixing of the two streams and the 
viscous losses incurred in the mixing process. 
To date, the performance of lobe mixers has been determined almost 
entirely through experiments. These experiments are sufficient to determine 
the relative merits of one mixer configuration as compared to another, but 
in the absence of detailed understanding, it is both expensive and time 
consuming to develop unproved lobe mixers in this manner. The overall mixer 
flow field consists of two major flow regions: (1) the flow upstream of the 
lobe exit plane (within the lobes) and (2) the flow downstream of the lobe 
exit plane where the mixing actually takes place. The present study concen- 
trates upon the actual mixing process downstream of the lobe exit plane, 
through development of a computational procedure applicable in this region 
and capable of predicting the three-dimensional mixing process in detail. 
The present analysis and computational procedure represent a capability 
which can provide further understanding of the mechanism by which mixers 
produce a gain in performance. Ultimately, the present analysis may enable 
designers to predict practical mixer flows in detail and to screen or otherwise 
evaluate alternative mixer configurations. 
Althoughlhe geometry of the mixing duct itself is axisymmetric and thus 
effectively contains only radial and axial variations, the flow entering the 
mixing duct is normally three-dimensional and consists of two streams, the 
cold fan stream and the hot core stream. The inlet flow contains free shear 
layers and thermal mixing layers downstream of the mixer lobes. Since the 
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mixer lobe geometry forces an azimuthal variation in the flow, the mixing 
layers of primary Amportonce in the present analysis are inherently three- 
dImensional, and thus various mtthods of analysis based on two-dimensional 
theories were txcluded from consideration. The flov field dovnstteam of the 
lobe txit plane and vithin the mixing duct can be treated, however, vithin 
the general framtwo rk recently developed by Brilty 6 McDonald (Ref. 1) for 
the prediction of three-dimensional viscous subsonic flows with large 
l tcondary velocities. Tbt analysis of Brilty 61 McDonald vas developed for 
thret-dimensional subsonic viscous flovs at high Reynolds number vhlch have 
a predominant primary flow direction with secondary flov in transverse planes. 
A key restriction of the analysis is that once a primary flov direction is 
established, reversed flow in the primary flov direction (flow separation) 
does not occur. The analysis synthesizes concepts from potential flow theory, 
secondary flov theory, and from an txtension of three-dimensional boundary 
layer theory In a manner which allovs efficient solution by forvard-marching 
numerical integration techniques, given only knovltdge of the potential flow. 
Repeated and costly (iterative) sweeping of the entire three-dimensional flow 
field is not necessary to obtain a valid approximation to the flow. As a 
consequence, numerical solution of the derived governing equations generally 
requires considerably less computer time than would a solution of the full 
three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. An a priori potential flow solution 
nevertheless accounts at least approximately for the important elliptic 
Influence of dovnstrtam boundary conditions and dtttr@nes the primary flow 
direction. In Ref. 1, the analysis vas employed to compute laminar flow in 
curved rectangular ducts and a turbine blade passage at high Reynolds number 
but relatively low Mach number. In that application, the strong secondary 
flows and corner vortices associated vith the tndwall regions and caused by 
large turning angles of the passage, vtrt of primary interest. The present 
application to lobe mixer flows includes a tvo-equation turbulence model, 
and solves an energy equation to account for thermal effects arising from 
large ttmptraturt differences bttveen the hot turbine exhaust and cool fan 
l trttmt . The analysis Is designed for internal flova vhich have a maximum 
average Mach number less than 1.0 at each axial station, although Mach numbers 
txcttding unity may occur locally vlthin the flov field. 
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ANALYSIS 
General Approach 
The present analysis includes a development in a general vector form 
vhich follows Ref. 1, and other material vhich pertains to the application 
to turbulent flow In lobe mixers. The analysis is based on approximations 
made relative to a curvilinear but not necessarily orthogonal coordinate 
sysfem fitted to and aligned with the flow geometry under consideration 
(cf. Fig. 1). The coordinate system is chosen such that the streamwise or 
marching coordinate either coincides with or is at least approximately 
aligned with a known inviscid primary flow direction, as determined for 
example by a potential flow for the given geometry. Transverse coordinate 
surfaces must be either perpendicular or nearly perpendicular to solid walls 
or bounding surfaces, since diffusion is permitted only in these transverse 
coordinate surfaces. One obvious coordinate system would take the local 
direction of the velocity from an inviscid potential flow as the marching 
coordinate, and curvilinear surfaces of constant potential as transverse 
coordinate surfaces, although such a "potential flow coordinate system" is 
not essential (and may not even be convenient). 
Equations governing streamwise vorticity and a scalar viscous correction 
U v to a known inviscid primary flow velocity ;I are derived utilizing assump- 
tions which permit forward-marching solution, provided reversal of the 
composite streamwise velocity does not occur. Terms representing diffusion 
normal to transverse coordinate surfaces are neglected. Approximate pressure 
gradients are derived from the inviscid primary flow and imposed in the 
streamwise momentum equation. These pressure gradients are the sole means of 
accounting for the elliptic influence of downstream boundary conditions in 
curved flow geometries, although they may be corrected as part of the forward- 
marching process if a suitable correction is available. Secondary flow 
velocities are determined by scalar and vector potentials in the transverse 
coordinate surfaces, to suppress streamwise elliptic behavior requiring 
downstream boundary conditions. 
The use of streamwise vorticity in obtaining secondary flow velocities 
avoids the use of transverse momentum equations and hence the major influence 
of transverse pressure gradients in Predicting secondary flow velocity. 
As a consequence, the method does not require or yield a direct prediction 
for the overall viscous prtmsurt field. Tht viscous pressure field can ntver- 
tbtltss be determined aposttriori using the computed composite velocity as 
input for a scalar three-dlmtnalonal solution of the Poi88on equation for 
prt88urt, obtained a8 the divergence of the vector momentum equation. Although 
the presence of reversed flow in the primary flow coordinate direction (flow 
separation) normally precludes the use of forward-marching solution procedures 
a8 described here, l ptcial treatments vhlch exclude the separated region from 
the computational domain art both possible and useful in 8omt applications. 
This general approach has been applied to flow in smoothly curved inttrrd 
flow passages with large turning by Brilty & McDonald [l L 21, to the 
airfoil tip vortex generation process by Shsmroth & Brilty 131, and is 
also applicable to the forced lobe nixtr problem considered here. 
Primary-Secondary Velocity Decomposition 
The analysis Is based on decomposition of the overall velocity vector 
field 5 into a primary flow velocity Ep and a secondary flow velocity F8. 
The overall or composite velocity is determined from the super-position 
The primary flow velocity is represented as 
where EI ie a known inviscid primary flow velocity satisfying slip conditions 
and determined for example from an a priori potential flow solution in the 
geometry under consideration. The (non-dimensional) scalar quantity uv Is a 
viscous velocity profile factor which introduces viscous shear layer8 and msy 
also correct for internal flow blockage effects. In the present cast of the 
lobe mixer uv accounts for both boundary layers and the fret shear layer vhich 
tximtr bttvttn the fan and turbine l trttmt. The vi8cou8 velocity correction 
uv is determined from solution of a primary flov momentum equation. As will 
become apparent, for the lobe mixer it 18 convenient to l olvt for the 
component of $ in the primary flov direction rather than u V. 
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To suppress,streamwise elliptic behavior, the secondary flow velocity Es 
is defined by and thus presumed derivable from scalar and vector surface 
potentials denoted + and $, respectively. ' If ~1 denotes the unit vector 
normal to transverse coordinate surfaces (also presumed here to bs in the 
direction of the marching coordinate), if p is density, and if p, is an 
arbitrary constant reference density, then Fs is defined by 
ij, 3 v,+ + (pa/p) vx i,J, 
where Vs is the surface gradient operator defined by 
vs P v -;,(i,*v) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
It follows that il l Es = 0 and thus Es lies entirely within transverse 
coordinate surfaces. Equation (2.3) is a general form permitting both 
rotational and irrotatlonal secondary flows and will lead to governing equa- 
tions which are elliptic in transverse coordinate surfaces and which are 
therefore solvable within a forward-marching context. The overall velocity 
decomposition (2.1) can be written 
a=du f ” + v,+ + (PO /p)VXf,$ 
= zp + vs+ + (p,/pH7x~,q/ 
Surface Potential Equations 
Equations relating $I and JI with uv, p, and the streamwise vorticity 
component nl can be derived from Eq. (2.5) as follows: 
v-pa - 0 - v*pu,u, +v*pv,+ + p,v.vxP,\L 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
f,*vxg E n, = 0,. vx’i,u, + 5. vx(.p,/p,Vxt,~ + r,*vxo,+ (2.7) 
Since the last tarm in each of Eqs. (2.6, 2.7) is zero by vector Identity, 
Eqs. (2.6, 2.7) can be vritctn as 
V* PW - -v-pDp, (2.8) 
f,~vx(po/plVx~,~ = II, - f,*vxup, (2.9) 
vhich art elliptic for $ and $ in transverse coordinate surfaces. The last 
term In Eq. (2.9) is Identically zero in a pottntial flow coordinate SySttm a 
for which il and fi, have the same direction, and is small If 11 and cI art 
approximately aligned. Given a knowledge of uv, G, and P, the surface 
potentials 4 and # can be determined by a two-dimensional elliptic calculation 
In transverse coordinate surfaces at each atrearawist location. In turn, is 
can be computed from Eq. (2.3),.and the composite velocity i will satisfy 
continuity. Equation8 for uv and "1 art obtained from the equations governing 
momentum and vortlcity, respectively. 
Primary Momentum and Pressure Approximation 
The streamwise momentum equation is given by 
P, l [corn + (Vp)/p] I i,. c (2.10) 
where p is prtssurt and PF is fOrCt due to viscou8 stress. Term in F 
representing strtawJiee diffusion art neglected; hovtvtr, since the vitcout 
terms art complex for comprtssiblt flow, the modified viscous force is 
temporarily denoted F", and further consideration of viscous ftrms is deferred 
to a later section. 
The remaining assumption for Eq. (2.10) concern8 the pressure gradient 
term and is designed to permit numerical 8olution as an initial VSlUt problem. 
An obvious pressure approximation for curved flow gtotnttrits is to impost 
pressure gradients from an inviscid potential flow (Brilty (411, and for 
Internal flows, to correct these vith a mean prtssurt graditnt term dtpcnding 
only on the xl coordinate (Patankar & Spalding [S]). This approximation is 
l pproprlatt both for flows conslstlng of an irrotational core rtgioa with 
thin shear layers on bounding surfaces, and also for somt fully viscou8 flour. 
Depending on the particular application, approximate downstrtam boundary 
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conditions such as the commonly used "Kutta condition" may be required, and 
periodicity conditions may be imposed to simulate cascades of airfoj.ls. This 
approximation invokes the boundary layer concept that, to first order, shear 
layers do not alter inviscid pressure gradients. 
A somewhat more general approximation (in that EI need not be a potential 
flow) can be derived, and the consequences of such an assumption are clarified 
on examination of the inviscid momentum equation written as 
vp + pV(q92) = pii xii (2.11) 
whbre q2 = E l u, and vorticity 5 = V x i!. In an orthogonal coordinate system, 
the il component of Eq. (2.11) is 
i, l [ vp + pV(q2/2)] = ptu2n3 - u3Q2 1 (2.12) 
For small transverse vorticity R2, n3 and small transverse velocities u2, u3 
(relative to the coordinate system being used), the right-hand side of 
Eq. (2.12) is of second order and may be neglected. This small shear assump- 
tion is familiar as part of the "secondary flow approximation" (cf. Hawthorne 
1611, although it should be emphasized that the present analysis accounts for 
"distortion of Bernoulli surfaces" by means of uv. 
If the right side of Eq. (2.12) is neglected, if pressure gradients are 
derived from the inviscid velocity ;I by setting q2 = EI l EI, and if a mean 
viscous pressure correction p,(xl) is introduced, the pressure approximation 
can be written as 
c,*vp l I,*[ Vp,(x,) - pv(qD,)/2] 
= i;V(pl+pJ 
(2.13) 
where pI is the imposed pressure. Typically, for internal flows, p, is 
determined to ensure that an integral mass flux condition is satisfied, such 
as 
(2.14) 
For external flws, pv = 0. If an internal flow has an average Mach number 
of 1.0 and thus becomes choked, it is not po88iblt to determine a value for 
pv Such that Eq. (2.14) is l atisfitd. In this instance, the solution down- 
atrtam is indtttruinant for the given Stt of initial conditions, and cannot 
be continued. Hovtvtr, the inlet mass flux or Mach number can ba adjusted 
and Iterated if necessary to obtain a flw vhlch la choked at any given 
axial location. In addition, if it Is necessary to pass through tha throat 
of a choked nozzle, this could be accomplished by local perturbation of tht 
throat geometry in a manner similar to that used by Krtskovsky and Shamroth 
[7] in two dimensions. Finally, if the flow is purely supersonic, 
there is no need for any pressure approximation such as Eq. (2.13), and such 
flows have been treated by McDonald and Brilty [81. 
Arguments favoring subsonic pressure approximation as in Eq. (2.13) lose 
some validity in strongly curved corner regions, vhtrt strong cross flows in 
the inviscid outer region of shear layers art deflected. NtVtrthtltsS, the 
approximation may not be seriously in error when considering its overall and 
somewhat limited role in the present conttxt. Finally, this type of pressure 
approximation is questionable for strongly deflected inviscid flows having 
large transverse vorticity. 
Combining Eqs. (2.10) and (2.13) and setting F k F' provides an equation 
nominally governing uv: 
r I,.[mm + (VP,Vp -V(U&/2] - t,* F’ (2.15) 
where t is to be written as 
b - t,u,u, + i2hrUv +vJ + r3(w*uy + q (2.16) 
vhere u I' %' vI art components of El, and vu, vs art components of Es. 
Secondary Vorticlty 
An equation governing Dl in comprt8siblt flow can be obtained from an 
approximate application of secondary flw theory. The equation governing the 
growth of vorticity fls along a StrtaUilint for comprtisiblt flow vith constant 
viscosity is given by Lakshminarayana 6 Borlock [9] and may be vrltttn for 
varlablt viscosity as 
24 I I 
----p42 
PqR 
Zi.VX- 
I 
vp + - Pq* ;*G P (2.17) 
where q is velocity magnitude, n s is the unit vector along a streamline, s is 
distance along a streamline, nn is vorticity in the direction of the unit 
principal normal vector G of the streamline, for which R is the principal 
radius of curvature. These quantities are related by the Frenet formula 
G/R = aii/as = .G . vii. In Eq. (2.17), E - V x F, and the term containing p 
vanishes if p is constant. Since an intrinsic coordinate system formulation 
as in Eq. (2.17) provides an "inverse" coordinate system if used to compute 
5, and since intrinsic coordinates are degenerate on no-slip surfaces and 
nonorthogonal for general rotational flows, intrinsic coordinates are not 
attractive for numerical computation. However, if the coordinate system used 
for computation is approximately aligned with the flow direction, then an 
approximate equation governing n, can be derived from Eq. (2.17) by replacing 
1 A 
s by i, as 
where u = 
and n nllis 
coordinate 
$R1 = i, 
in the following development: 
(2.18a) 
a” &v~,.~ 
qR= A 
i (l,d,)Ji cl”, 
s mu 4 I,' 6 - "IRJ 
(2.18b) 
uIuv; R1 is the principal radius of curvature of the xl coordinate, 
A 
vorticity in the direction of n 1' the principal normal of the x1 
line. The quantities Al and R 1 are defined by the Frenet formula 
l vi,. To illustrate, in an orthogonal coordinate system, 
;1 3 
RI-- E 
'2 dh, 
* 
h,h,dx, 
+A- dh, 
h,h, dx, 3 
(2.19) 
where hl, h2, h3 denote metric coefficients. If p varies, p is replaced by 
the imposed pressure pI as defined in Eq. (2.13). Finally, taking q2 G u12 
a 
and s L i, in the last two terms in Eq. (2.17), and neglecting streamwise 
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diffusion, Eq. (2.17) becomes 
(2.20) 
where x' does not contain streamwise diffusion. 
The transverse vorticity "al in Eq. (2.20) contains components vhich, in 
orthogonal coordinates and assuming an irrotational EI, art given by 
- & & (h3ws) (2-21d 
n, = pxii .JLduy+vY~ au, 
h, 8x2 : hl 8x1 
+ + $ (h,v,) (2.21b) 
IL I 
In the applications contemplated here, the first term on the right-hand side of 
each of Eqs. (2.21a-b) is expected to dominate, and the remaining terms may 
be neglected as a convenience, if desired. 
Energy Equation 
Since the flow being considered is nonadiabatic, solution of an equation 
governing energy is required. The energy equation can be written in a variety 
of forms, one of vhich is 
p%VE =V*kVT+ij*F+cP (2.22) 
where E is total enthalpy, T is temperature, k Is thermal conductivity, and 
4 is the dissipation function. Solution of Eq. (2.22) by forward marching 
integration requires only that terms representing streamwise conduction of 
heat and also stresmwise viscous diffusion in 7 be neglected. 
Compressibility Relations 
In the imposition of streamwise pressure gradients compressibility 
effects art represented by introducing the perfect gas equation of state 
p - PRT. No other assumptions art necessary for consideration of compressible 
flow. For moderate subsonic Mach numbers, inviscid pressure gradients vould 
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ideally be obtained from a compressible potential flow calculation or other- 
wise from an incompressible potential flow corrected for compressibility 
using either the Prandtl-Glauert formula or Laitone's variant [lo]. 
Replacing p in Eq. (2.13) by the state equation and eliminating temperature 
using the temperature-enthalpy relation 
E = $T + - 
2 
(2.23) 
where cp denotes specific heat, the following auxiliary equation relating 
the imposed pressure gradients with density, velocity, and total enthalpy is 
obtained: 
c, *v[ P, + p, (x,1] = i, .v[ +( E-y)] (2.24) 
where y is specific heat ratio. A slight simplification results if v l 5 is 
replaced by (il l 5)' in Eq. (2.24). 
Typically, the treatment of nonconstant total enthalpy is of interest 
for predicting heat transfer levels in shear layers. However, it should be 
noted that the geometrical pattern of streamlines for steady inviscid flow 
of a perfect gas depends only on the total pressure gradient and not on the 
distribution of total enthalpy (cf. Hawthorne 161). Thus, within an assump- 
tion of small transverse total pressure gradient in the free stream or core 
region, it is possible to consider core flows with two separate streams having 
large differences in total enthalpy and velocity and hence separated by 
thermal and viscous shear layers , provided the two streams have about the 
same static and total pressure. In addition, the analysis can be applied 
to flows with two streams at different total pressure provided the static 
pressure is continuous across the interface. Although inviscid pressure 
gradients can no longer be represented by a two-dimensional potential flow, 
the error thus introduced by the present analysis may not be serious. Since 
the mean pressure level is determined accurately by p,, the primary source 
of error in this instance would be that due to the assumed transverse variation 
in Imposed streamwise pressure gradients, which in turn is associated with 
streamline curvature. For geometries without appreciable turning, this error 
11 
may be tcctptablt. The foregoing observations regarding two stream flows vtrt 
used to advantage in the prtttnt application to flow in turbofan lobe mixers. 
Viscout and Heat Conduction Terms 
A variety of techniques for suppressing streamist diffusion is possible, 
and-the particular choice in any given application may depend on the complexity 
on&is villing to tolerate in the viscous terms. For example, the complete 
l tt of viscous terms can be written out and all derivatives In the streetwise 
direction neglected. Alternatively, only second derivatives in the atrtawist 
direction may be neglected. Here, atrtntion is restricted to incompressible 
flow but with variable viscosity. In the momentum equation (2.10), 
F n-VX"VlcU, where v is kinematic viscosity. A particularly simple 
expression vhich neglects contributions from Es is given by 
c - 
I; F l - :l~vxv9xil”Iu, - F’ (2.25) 
Alternatively, contributions from us may be retained as in the approximation 
il. c l -fl-vxvvsxD - c’ (2.26) 
Similarly, intht vorticity equation (2.17), z is defined by E- -0 x V x VT 
and approximated by 
iI.6 c - 3, l vxvx iph, m E’ (2.27) 
Strtsmwise heat conduction in Eq. (2.22) is suppressed by the approximation 
V*kVTdV*kV,T (2.28) 
Governing System of Equations 
A complttt system of six coupled equations governing uv, nl, e, $, E, 
and p is giVtn by Eqs. (2.8). (2.9). (2.15). (2.22), (2.24). and (2.20). 
Ancillary relations art given by Eq. (2.5) for composite velocity, Eq. (2.14) 
for mass flux, and Eqs. (2.218-b) for trantvtrtt vorticity. 
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The Turbulence Model 
The present analysis is to be used to predict a turbulent flow field, 
thus the stress terms F' and G' in Eqs. (2.15), (2.20), and (2.22) contain 
turbulent shear terms in the form of fluctuating velocity and velocity- 
temperature correlations. These terms may be modeled using any of a number 
of turbulence models. In the present application to lobe mixer flows, these 
turbulent shear terms are modeled through the introduction of a turbulent 
eddy viscosity determined from solution of two partial differential equations 
governing the transport of the turbulence kinetic energy and the turbulent 
dissipation. The particular model used in the present application is described 
by Launder and Spalding [ll]. Using Cartesian tensor notation, and overbars 
to indicate time averaging the turbulence kinetic energy is defined as 
k= 
I7 
2 Gi u i 
(2.29) 
and the dissipation as 
ad; du'i (=y - - 
axj dxj 
(2.30) 
By hypothesis, Prandtl and Kolmogorov have suggested that the effective 
viscosity is proportional to the local density and the product of a character- 
istic turbulent velocity and length scale. The characteristic velocity is 
assumed equal to the square root of the local value of turbulence kinetic 
energy, thus uT = cal?k 112 where c is a constant of proportionality. Through 
dimensional arguments, the length scale may be related to the turbulence kinetic 
energy and dissipation as 
and from the Prandtl-Kolmogorov hypothesis it follows that the turbulent 
viscosity may be expressed in terms of k and E as 
pT= C4pk2/c 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
Based on an examination of a large amount of experimental data Launder [ll] has 
recommended that c 4 = 0.09 I c 
IJ' 
and under these conditions the length scale 
may be thought of as the conventional mixing length. 
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The tranaport equations governing k and t at high Reynolds number art given 
in vector form cll] as 
/‘dk+ pu’Vk=~(~+CLf/~k)vk+P-p~ 
at 
(2.33) 
(2 p ~+pu.VcnV~(~+)Lt/Qt)vk+c,ip-c2P 
dl k k 
(2.34) 
In Eqs. (2.33, 2.34), P is the turbulence production and is given in the APPENDIX. 
Tht quantities ok,oE , Cl, C2 art tmpirical constants which , a8 rtconnntndtd by Launder 
6 Spalding [ll] , art taken as 1.0, 1.3, 1.44, and 1.92, respectively. 
Although the k-E turbulence model provides a general means by which turbulence 
effects may be modeled, txptritnct with the model has indicated that it may not be 
completely reliable. Negative values of dissipation may develop under certain con- 
ditionr at irolattd points in the flow field leading to a breakdown of the calcula- 
tion. To provide a means to circumvent this problem an optional turbulence model 
vas included in the analysis. 
This turbulence model is referred to as a wake turbulence model and is derived 
from the definition of turbulent viscosity ut and Prandtl's suggestion that the 
diffusional flux of some property t-g+ 4' may be expressed 
--v’+’ = k112 E a$ t.Lt a? --pay dY 
hence one obtains the Prandtl-Xolmogorov relationship 
Pt = 
(2.35) 
The wake turbulence model is obtained by assuming that the turbulent length scale 
and velocity scales art constant throughout the flow field. From equations 2.31 
and 2.32 it follows that the constant llut ir rimply C f/4* The velocity scale is 
taken as the square root of the initially specified turbulence kinetic energy k. 
The length scale is rptcifitd using the gtwttric constraints of the mixer as t 
guide, for instance assuming that the initial length scale vould not bt smaller 
than the inlet boundary layer or larger than the duct height. Am a conttqutnct 
of this formulation, the turbultnt viscosity is dtptndtnt only upon the initial 
choicer of k and I, and the local density which is determined as the solution 
progrt88t8. 
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APPLICATION TO FLOW IN A LOBE MIXER 
In this section, specific details arising in the application of the 
foregoing analysis to lobe mixer problems are given. A cross section of a 
typical lobe mixer geometry is shown in Fig. 2. The area immediately 
downstream of the nozzle plug is faired in with an assumed streamline to 
model the reversed flow region expected in this region. Since the flow area 
thus excluded from consideration is very small, this treatment is not believed 
to ztitroduce significant error. A more detailed analysis of this separated 
flow region could be performed following a zone embedding approach using the 
Navier-Stokes equations (cf. [12]). Although the mixer geometry is axisymme- 
tric, the flow is three-dimensional due to the azimuthal variation of the hot 
and cold streams. However, due to observed symmetry, only a pie-shaped region 
of the transverse coordinate surface need be considered. The shape of this 
region and the extent of typical hot and cold streams at the mixer exit 
surface are shown in Fig. 3. 
Coordinate System 
Curvilinear orthogonal coordinates x, y, z are constructed to fit the 
flow passage boundaries as shown in Fig. 2. Metric coefficients hl, h2, h3 
are defined such that incremental distance s is determined by (6~)~ = (h16x)2 
+ (h26y)2 + (h3bz)2. In planes of constant z, azimuth, orthogonal streamlines, 
and velocity potential lines from a two-dimensional planar incompressible 
potential flow analysis are utilized as the coordinate lines for constant 
y and x, respectively. This x-y coordinate system is then rotated about an 
axis representing the centerline of the lobe mixer, to form an axisymmetric 
coordinate system. Thus the z direction can be regarded as cylindrical 
(i.e., 0) and h3 = r. The x coordinate is taken as the primary flow or axial 
coordinate, and is associated with surfaces for which the two-dimensional 
potential is constant. The y and z coordinates define transverse secondary 
flow planes at any given x location. In this coordinate system, the normals 
Tn to the transverse planes coincide with xl the unit vector in the x direction. 
A two-dimensional incompressible potential flow analysis and computer program 
developed by Anderson [13] was employed In the present investigation, without 
modification, to compute the necessary coordinate data. 
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The Axisymmttric Pressure Field 
Since the coordinttt system is based on 8 tvo-dimensional planar 
potential calculation, the coordinate lines art not precisely aligned with 
the axisymaetric potential flow appropriate for the mlxtr geometry. For the 
purpose of setting the primary and rtcondary flaw dirtctionr, hwevtr, the 
tv~di.mtnsional l olution provides 8 good approximation and thus the direction 
of 7,. the unit vector in the x coordinate direction, is taken tt the primary 
flw direction. This l etumption is justified ainct surfaces of COllStMt 
pottntinl from the two-dimtnsional solution rtmain surfaces of nearly 
constant pottntial even though the value of the potential at each surface may 
be altered significantly in the axisytunttric cast. The two-dimensional 
potential flow is not suitable for approximating the l xlaynmetric potential 
flow pressure gradients, hovevtr, and consequently an axismetric potential 
flow it computed in the given coordinate system, prior to the forward 
mtrching calculation. 
Since a comprtssiblt potential flw solver vae not readily available, 
an incompresslblt axisyxntttrlc potential flow was computed and then corrected 
for comprtssibility during the forward-marching solution procedure, using 
Laitont's rule (Ref. 10). Although the Laitont comprtasiblllty correction is 
txptcttd to become inaccurate at high subsonic Mach numbers, this error is 
mitigated both by the computed correction pv for mean pressure drop, and by 
certain mixer flw characttristica. Since the mean pressure level is dtttr- 
mined accurately by pv at each asial location, influence of the imposed 
inviscid pressure pI is limited to approximating the transverse variation of 
axial pressure gradient and hence is a8sociattd only with curvature of 
potential flow 8trtamlints. The axial development of mean pressure drop and 
average Mach number is thus influenced only indirectly by the imposed pressure 
and should be predicted with reasonably accuracy. Furthermore, in most mixer 
gtomttrits, curvature effects art more pronounced in the upstream region and 
near the end of the center plug, where the Utch number is relatively lov. 
In the region of strong acceleration and high subsonic Mach number near the 
exit, rtrtamlinta tend to have small curvature, and hence the flw has small 
transvtr8t variation in 8Xial pressure gr8ditnts. 
The incomprt8siblt potential flw is determined by solution of the 
axisymmetric potential equation 
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d+ h,h, a*+ b 
dx+ h2 
*dy2+dy 
using an efficient iterative AD1 procedure and the solution, which represents 
the correct axisymmetric potential, is used to obtain the axisymmetric pres- 
sure field, PI(x,y). In setting boundary conditions for the axisymmetric 
potential, the inlet and exit planes are assumed to be surfaces of constant 
(but differing) potential, and normal derivatives are set to zero elsewhere. 
Since Eq. (3.1) may be considered a dimensionless equation with the 
dimensionless potential @ given by 
4 - "+; 
(3.2) 
where I#* has units of ft2/sec, 
r r 
the resulting potential field may be arbitrarily 
scaled to give a mean dimensionless velocity of unity at the mixer exit plane. 
This normalized potential field is then used in the computation of PI(x,y). 
Governing Equations in Orthogonal Coordinates 
A general model for three-dimensional flows which may have large secondary 
velocities was given in vector form in the preceding section. The governing 
equations are given here for the orthogonal coordinate system used to 
represent the mixer passage geometry. Throughout the remaining discussion, 
all variables in the governing equations are nondimensional, having been 
normalized by the following reference quantities: distance, L,; velocity, U,; 
density, p,; temperature, Tr; total enthalpy, Uf; pressure, prUc; viscosity, 
'r' Here the subscript r denotes a reference quantity. This normalization 
leads to the following nondimensional parameters: Mach number, M; Reynolds 
number, Re; Prandtl number, Pr; and specific heat ratio, y. These parameters 
are defined by 
M=U,/C , Re ‘prUrLr/,r , h = CpPr/k a y = Cp’ ‘y (3.3) 
where ur is the molecular viscosity, k is thermal conductivity, and c and cv P 
are the specific heats at constant pressure and volume. The reference speed 
of sound, c, is defined by c2 - yR T 
g r' 
where Rg is the gas constant. Since 
the flow is assumed to be turbulent,the dependent variables are taken to be 
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the time-averaged quantities in the usual sense; however, third order correla- 
tion as vell as second order correlations including the fluctuating density 
have been neglected. The decomposition of the velocity vector thus can be 
written 
u = i,u + i,v + T,w (3.4) 
Where $, 5, and 5 are the unit vectors in the x(. y, and a coordinate 
directions, respectively. Since il Is closely aligned with the primary flow 
direction, VI is small and Is neglected as a minor convenience. This 
approximation is of little consequence since the neglected quantity vI 
effectively reappears as part of v s and is thus determined from solution of 
the continuity equation during the forward-marching solution process, instead 
of being imposed a priori from the potential flow. Since wI is zero by 
definition, the velocity decomposition can be written as 
G = i,up + T,v, + T,u+ 
Since up is the only streamwise component of t the subscript "p" is 
dropped. Under the stated assumptions the streamwise momentum equation can 
be written as 
au 
PUh2h~ ax d” + /ha, h,h,dy 
au 
+ P(Wa)",h2 dr 
ahI 
+ P(Vs)Uhg ay - -p(v,12hS~ 
ah 
-p(wsfh2 2 
ap1 
+h2h,7 
dp,(x) 
+h2h, dx 
I a 
=%rdy 
(p+pLt)h,hg au “3’2 a 
h2 r+ 1 
(jb +jqau 
Reh, dr at 3 
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The energy equation is approximated by 
dE aE dE 
puh h 
2 3-z- 
+ p(vJ h,h,x + p(ws)h,h2dz 
(3.7) 
with the Prandtl number Pr and turbulent Prandtl number PrT assumed to be 1.0. 
From the axisymmetric potential flow, 
’ a+ 1 a+ “rSh,-&- ’ vI =h,dy 
Substituting these velocity components into the inviscid, incompressible 
momentum equation 
v( y1 )-DI x u7xU,) = - +w;, 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
and integrating Eq. (3.9) with the observation that V x ET = 0 the inviscid 
incompressible pressure field PFIzo (x,y) is obtained from the relationship 
P u,o(x,Y) + 
p(u12+v,*) 
2 = constant = P TOT 
(3.10) 
The imposed compressible pressure gradients are then determined from PM0 as 
apI . 1 ap,,, 
-XT= JT ax 
(3.11) 
where T is the local Mach number. 
The imposed pressure gradient is related 
to the dependent variables using the following form of the auxiliary gas law 
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The Integral ma661 flux relation is 
// h h pudydr =c A23 
To obtain the rotational secondary flow components 
streamwise vorticlty equation is written as 
+ 
dP,,(x) 
dx (3.12) 
(3.13) 
of the velocity, the 
+ 
+ Rp, 1 h;b, iy i 
I 
% dh,(p+p,)t hih2P ay I II 
where Q2 - u2 + vz + wt and the vorticlty is related to velocity by 
dhSWS 
Cn - E = & ( ay 
2 3 
- ahi> ) 
(3.15) 
The vector potentialTs is determined from I 
and the rotational secondary flow velocities are determined as 
I a(h,w 
'JI - ph,h, ar 
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(3.17a) 
I aw%) 
w* =-- PV, ay (3.17b) 
The scalar potential is governed by 
a Pvb ad% d(h,h,pu) 
dy 
(3.18) 
h, ay ax 
The velocity components v fa 
and w 
4 
are found to be 
’ a+s 
W+-h,dz 
The secondary flow velocities are thus 
vs - v 
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+ v+ 
ws = W\L +w + 
(3.19a) 
(3.19b) 
(3.20a) 
(3.20b) 
The turbulence model equations (Eqs. 2.33 & 2.34) must also be expressed in 
orthogonal coordinates. It is assumed that the turbulence equations are 
tensor invariant [14] and thus may be expressed directly in orthogonal 
coordinates by performing vector operations in such a coordinate system. 
With streamwise diffusion neglected to allow forward-marching solution, the 
result for the turbulence kinetic energy equation in steady flow is 
(3.21) 
+ hlh2 a 
h,dz [( 
- h,h,h,pc + P 
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and similarly the turbulence dissipation equation Is given by 
da at ac 
FUh2h8 -Jr + Fvah,h8dy + PWJv2Jy 
+ 
- h,h,h,C,P~ + 5 k LP 
The turbulent viscosity la then 
and the length scale may be determined as 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
Numerical Method 
The governing equations are approximated by finite differences. Three 
point central differences are used for all transverse derivatives. An 
analytical coordinate transformation devised by Roberts [15] can be employed 
as a means of introducing a nonuniform grid in each transverse coordinate 
direction to concentrate grid points near walls while maintaining second- 
order accuracy. In the computation presented here a uniform mesh spacing 
in each transverse direction was used. The streawise vorticity equation 
Is decoupled from other equations in the system and linearized with respect 
to 4 by an ad hoc process consisting of lagging quantities not yet available -- 
at the Implicit level. The resulting implicit difference equation for C Is 
l olved using a scalar AD1 acheme based on the technique of Douglas 6 Gunn [la] 
for generating ADI schemes as perturbations of fundamental implicit schemes. 
Equations (3.16 L 3.18) for the vector and scalar potential functions $I, and 
0, are elliptic in the transverse planes and are solved, given values for 
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the right-hand sides, using scalar iterative ADI. Specifically, the Douglas- 
Gunn perturbation of the Crank-Nicolson scheme is used for Eqs. (3.13 h 3.16) 
while perturbation of the backward difference scheme is used for Eq. (3.18). 
With regard to the streamwise momentum and energy equations (3.6 -6 3.7), since 
the transverse velocity components are determined separately from elliptic 
equations the coefficients of the transverse convective terms are lagged. 
Formal linearization of the streawise convective terms following Briley and 
McDonald [17] as extended to nonconservation law form by Kreskovsky and 
Shamroth [7] also indicates that to first order the coefficients of these 
derivatives may also be lagged. The energy and momentum equations thus 
become decoupled while maintaining first-order accuracy in the spatial marching 
direction. The resulting difference equations may then be grouped by coordinate 
direction and solved using an efficient AD1 scheme. The turbulence model 
equations form a similar system, but these equations remain coupled through 
the source terms. In this case, the resulting difference equations can be 
written in block-tridiagonal matrix form and solved efficiently using linear- 
ized block implicit (LBI) techniques. 
A summary of the overall algorithm used to advance the solution a single 
axial step follows. It is assumed that the solution is known at the n level 
n n+l X and is desired at x . 
1) The imposed pressure gradients are determined from Eqs. (3.10) and (3.11). 
2) A value for the mean viscous pressure drop dp,(x)/dx is assumed. 
Initially, the value from the previous step is used. 
3) Equations (3.6), (3.7) and (3.12) are solved to obtain values of u 
n+l , 
E n+l n+l and p . In general, the integral mass flux relation (3.13) will not 
be satisfied. 
4) Return to step (2) and repeat this process iteratively using the standard 
secant method [18] to find the value of the mean viscous pressure drop which 
leads to un+' and on" which satisfies the integral mass flux relation (3.13). 
The secant method was found in practice to converge the integral mass flux to 
five figures on the third iteration, unless the flow is near transonic. 
5) The turbulence model equations (3.21 6 3.22) are solved using a split 
LB1 scheme. 
6) The streawise vorticity equation (3.14) is solved using scalar AD1 to 
obtain 5 n+l . 
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7) The vector potential equation (3.16) im solved using scalar iterative 
II+1 AU1 to obtain 9, . 
a Valuem for l olenoldal l econdary flow velocities v,, and wJ, are computed 
aming Eq. (3.17). 
9) Uningualues now available for 0pu/ax, the scalar potential (3.18) Is 
mlved using scalar AU1 to obtain 4 Ml to l esure that the solution at level 
n+l satisfies continuity on a diffeEentia1 basis, and the irrotational 
secondary flow velocity components v # and w. are determined from Eq. (3.19). 
To ensure that the initial conditions satisfy continuity on a differential 
basis, steps 2 through 4 and rtep 9 are performed to obtain 4n at the initial 
mtation either using estimated values of the transverse velocities (obtained 
frox experiuental data) or assuming the transverse velocity components are 
zero. 
Specification of Initial Conditions 
The initial conditions for a lobe mixer calculation may be specified by 
using either an automated otartlng routine or by reading in experimental 
data. The fully automated procedure is considered first. 
To obtain initial conditions for a lobe mixer calculation, it is necessary 
to specify the velocity and total temperature of the respective hot and cold 
streams In addition to a mean value of static pressure. The lobe shape Is 
specified, and based on the specified lobe shape, a decision is made as to 
whether a grid point lies in the hot or cold mtream. The appropriate values 
for velocity, temperature and density are then assigned to the grid point. 
The total energy is assuued to be constant but may differ in both streams. 
The velocity in the two respective streaus im assigned ita nondimensional 
reference value which is then corrected to account for normal pressure 
gradient0 present at the initial plane as determined from the axismetrIc 
potential flow. To account for boundary layers on the lobe, hub and shroud 
surfaces, the free stream velocity profiles are further scaled in accordance 
with an l mmuued turbulent boundary layer velocity profile, and the distance 
from the lobe aurface. 
Referring to Fig. 3,the pomition of the line reprwenting the lobe 
l Me, gL, im determined by specifying its r and 8 coordinates at a sufficient 
numher of points to describe the lobe l hape,thus 
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% - S,(r,8) 
where S may have an arbitrary shape subject only to the following restrictions 
(see Fii. 3). 
1) SL must enter the computation region along rmin or along emax. 
2) SL must exit the computation region along emin or along rmax. 
3) In the specification of the r, 0 coordinates of SL, r must increase 
monotonically, i.e., any line of constant radius may intersect S L only once 
when moving along SL in the direction indicated in Fig. 3. No restriction is 
made on 0. An example of the lobe shapes which may be specified is shown in 
Fig. 4. The initial velocity profile with boundary layers are given by 
u - U(‘JsTR,,, , seL, Y/a,, ,s”, H) (3.26) 
where USTRM is the velocity of the appropriate stream, 6RL is the boundary 
layer thickness, y/6 represents the shortest distance from a surface (hub, 
shroud or lobe) to the grid point in question, 6* is the local displacement 
thickness and H is the shape factor. For grid points near the lobe the 
distance, y/6, is determined as shown in Fig. 5a by constructing a triangle 
given two data points on the lobe and the grid point in question. The normal 
to the base of the triangle (the line segment between the two lobe data points) 
is constructed and its length determined. If a normal cannot be constructed 
such that it intersects the line of which the base is a segment between the 
lobe data points, the distance to the lobe is taken as the distance to the 
nearest data point as shown in Fig. 5b. For grid points near the hub or shroud 
the calculation of y/6 is straightforward. Thus having determined y/6, the 
velocity at the grid point in question can be scaled to account for the 
boundary layer. The assumed boundary layer profile used in the present code 
is a Coles-type profile modified as suggested by Waltz [19]. 
(-.3y+- 5x3y+ + +l”(l+y+)+C+ 
II 
KW 
(3.27) 
Since the turbulence model used is valid only at high Reynolds numbers, the 
low Reynolds number sublayer flow in the immediate region of walls must be 
treated in an approximate manner. This is accomplished by using wall functions 
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which assume that locally between the wall and the first grid point away 
from the wall the velocity profile is logarithmic such that 
u = lJt ( +-h y +c) 
(3.28) 
where ur is the friction velocity, K - 0.43 is the von Karman constant, and 
c is taken as 5.0. It follows that 
Equation (3.29) is used to determine a wall slip velocity such that the finite 
differenced form of the velocity gradient one point off the wall is consistent 
with the assumed law of the wall profiles. The density is then computed to 
be consistent with the temperature and the local static pressure as determined 
from the mean static pressure corrected for the normal pressure gradients. 
Initial conditions for the turbulence model are determined through speci- 
fication of a reference length scale, aref and free stream turbulence levels. 
Near the hub and shroud the length scale is determined from the HcDonald- 
Camerata [20] relationship 
(3.30) 
where y is the distance from the surface in question. In the region about the 
lobe surface the distribution of Eq. (3.30) may be used with y representing 
the distance to the lobe from the grid point in question. However, since the 
lobe may pass arbitrarily close to a grid point the length scale determined 
from Eq. (3.30) will approach 0.0 as y approaches 0.0. This results in a low 
Reynolds number region in the initial flow field which can create problems 
with the turbulence model. This problem is circumvented through use of an 
option which renders the length scale constant in the region near the lobe, 
and the distribution of Eq. (3.30) is used only near the hub or casing if 
boundary layers are specified there. With the length scale distribution known, 
the initial turbulent viscosity is obtained from the generalized mixing length 
relationship 
(3.31) 
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The initial turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation are then determined from 
simultaneous solution of Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24). The kinetic energy is 
modified slightly following McDonald and Kreskovsky [21] to account for the 
free stream turbulence, and the turbulent viscosity is then recomputed from 
k and E to be consistent. 
Under certain conditions, neither the wall length scale option Eq. (3.30) 
nor the wake length scale option (constant length scale) will provide satis- 
factory initial values of k, E and uT. This may occur when the mesh is coarse 
and the velocity gradients in Eq. (3.31) vary greatly between adjacent grid 
points. Under these circumstances, it can be useful to initiate the turbulence 
quantities using an option which specifies the turbulent kinetic energy, 
dissipation and viscosity as essentially constant throughout the flow field. 
Such an approach has also been used previously by Launder, Morse, Rodi and 
Spalding [22] in the computation of free shear flows. 
If experimental profiles are read in, the specification of initial 
conditions is similar. The velocity and static temperature are input at each 
grid point. The lobe shape is specified as in the automated starting proce- 
dure, and a reference length scale and free stream turbulence intensities must 
be provided. Additionally, estimates of the boundary layer thickness on the 
hub, shroud and iobe must be specified for use in setting up the initial 
turbulence quantities. Initialization of the turbulence quantities is similar 
to that used in the automated procedure. 
Boundary Conditions 
To march the solution downstream, it is necessary to apply boundary 
conditions in each transverse plane. Boundary conditions are needed for the 
energy equation, the primary flow momentum equation, the streamwise vorticity 
equation, the vector and scalar potential equations, and the turbulence model 
equations. Referring to Fig. 3, the boundaries at emin and emax represent 
symmetry planes. Boundary conditions on these surfaces are therefore straight- 
forward and are as follows: 
1) azimuthal gradients of u 
P' 
E, k and E are set to zero, 
2) the vorticity is set to zero, and 
3) the normal velocity component is zero, and thus the vector potential is zero 
and the azimuthal gradient of the scalar potential is zero. 
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Boundary conditions on the hub and shroud surface ate specified as follows: 
1) the normel velocity is zero along these surfaces, and the vector potential 
and the normal gradient of the scalar potential are thus set to zero, and 
2) these surfaces are taken as adiabatic, and thus the normal gradient of 
energy ia set to zero. (Although not included in the present version of the 
code, thermal wall functions can be developed which would allow specification 
of the wall temperature. These boundary conditions could be easily 
Implemented.) 
Boundary conditions for the primary flow velocity, u 
P' 
and the turbulence 
quantities k and E are treated in a manner consistent with the high Reynolds 
number limitation of the turbulence model. These boundary conditions are 
based on the same logarithmic profile assumption used in the initial conditions 
(Eq. (3.28)). The gradient condition of Eq. (3.29) is used to determine a slip 
value of the primary velocity, u . 
P 
Furthermore, consistency with the log law 
implies that the turbulence is in local equilibrium and that the shear stress 
is constant near the wall. From this it may be deduced that 
2 
% k=- 
% 
I/2 
in the near wall region, and 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
Equation (3.32) is used to specify the value of k one point off a wall with 
Eq. (3.33) giving the wall value. Additionally, the log law implies that the 
length scale, 11, varies linearly with distance from a wall (a - KY). Thus 
initially the turbulent dissipation one point off a wall vas specified using 
Eq. (3.24). However, problems were encountered vith this boundary condition 
which led to negative values of E. This problem vas traced to the lineariza- 
tion of k3'2 in Eq. (3.24) and was resolved by combining Eqs. (3.24) and (3.32) 
to give the linear relationship 
3 
UT (3.34) 
l -- 
KY 
vhich performed satisfactorily. 
With regard to the boundary conditions for the secondary vorticity, it is 
observed that the generation of vorticity is most likely to occur in the free 
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shear layer downstream of the lobe rather than within the hub and shroud 
boundary layer. Thus the secondary vorticity is assumed zero in the near wall 
region. It should also be noted that as the flow proceeds past the hub 
region, provisions are made to change from wall boundary conditions on the 
hub to symmetry conditions at the centerline. 
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COMPUTED RESULTS 
Several flow calculations vere performed to assess the computational 
procedure and turbulence model. These flows include a simple coaxial 
turbulent jet, used to validate the turbulence model, and both laminar and 
turbulent mixer calculations in two different geometries typical of modern 
dtaigns. 
Coaxial Jet Flow 
The first flow considered is that of a coaxial jet experimentally 
investigated by Forstall and Shapiro [23] and used as a test case in the RASA 
Langley Free Turbulent Shear Flow Conference 1241. This test case was 
chosen in part since other predictors at this conference were able to obtain 
good agreement with this data, using the same tvo-equation turbulence model 
as is used In the present lobe mixer program. These experimental measurements 
were obtained with a .25 in. diameter nozzle exhausting into a 4 in. diameter 
pipe l The velocity ratio of the nozzle stream to the outer stream vas 4 to 1. 
Tabulated values for the initial streamvise velocity profile are given in 
[24] as are values for the jet spread rate and the centerline velocity decay. 
Profile data at various dovnstream locations mey be found in 1231. 
Since the shear layer is very thin in the upstream region near the jet, 
a very fine mesh would be required to resolve the flow both near the jet and 
at large distances dovnstream, where the shear layer thickness increases 
many fold. For convenience, the flow was computed in tvo parts vith different 
outer boundaries and grids, upstream and downstream of X/D - 1.0. The first 
calculation had an outer pipe radius of 16 nozzle radii, utilized 20 radial 
grid points concentrated near r/RR = 1, and vas started at X/D - 1. The initial 
velocity profile was chosen to agree with the measured profile of Sami, Carmody 
and Rouse [25] at X/D - 1.0. Turbulence quantities vere initialited using a 
constant length scale across the shear layer in conjunction vith Eqs. (3.23), 
(3.24) and (3.31). The calculation was marched to X/D - 37. 
Comparisons of the predicted and measured centerline velocity decay and 
jet spread rate are presented in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. The predicted 
centerline velocity decay is in very good agreement with the measurements, 
and the predicted spread rate is only slightly above the trend of the data. 
It should be noted that these calculations did not utilize the modifications 
to C2 and c,, suggested by Launder and Spalding [9] to improve predictions of 
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the spread rate. Recently, Janicka and Kollmann [26] also observed good 
agreement between predicted and measured spread rate and velocity decay using 
the unmodified turbulence model. Figure 8 shows the predicted streamwise 
velocity profiles (normalized by jet half radius) at various X/D locations 
and the range of data measured by Forstall. Again the agreement is good 
despite a slight under resolution of the outer region at X/D = 37, which is 
evident from the grid point locations in the figure. 
The second part of this flow calculation was performed in the upstream 
region 0 5 X/D 5 1.0, with a computational domain limited to 0.5 1. r/R, I 1.5. 
As shown in Fig. 9, the initial profile was chosen to match the experimental 
data of Forstall and Shapiro 123 & 24], and includes a small slip velocity 
at the nozzle edge. The distribution of grid points is shown in Fig. 9 
and provides adequate resolution in the region near the nozzle. Turbulence 
variables were again initialized using a constant length scale. In Fig. 10, 
the computed velocity profile at X/D = 1.0 is compared with that used as the 
initial profile in the previous calculation with expanded computational 
domain. The good agreement between the velocity profiles in Fig. 10 justifies 
the initial conditions used for the previous solution obtained in the region 
downstream of X/D = 1.0. The calculations of coaxial jet flow given in this 
section confirm that the turbulence model being used performs satisfactorily 
for this relatively simple flow for which adequate experimental documentation 
is available. Further, the predictions of the lobe mixer deck for this case 
are in essential agreement with predictions made by other investigators using 
the same turbulence model [24]. 
Lobe Mixer Flows 
Several calculations of lobe mixer flows were performed to demonstrate 
the overall method in its present state of development and to explore the 
potential of the method for making detailed predictions of the flow and mixing 
process. A summary of the calculations performed is presented in Table I. 
The test cases include both hot and cold flow calculations in two different 
geometries, and with different inlet velocity ratios and average Mach number. 
All calculations were made using 20 equally spaced grid points in the radial 
coordinate direction and 10 equally spaced points in the azimuthal direction. 
Twenty to twenty-two axial stations were computed. 
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Reforc discussing results from these calculations, it is useful to 
define average values of total pressure losa coefficient, ideal thrust 
coefficient, and Uach number at each axial location, to aid in the evaluation 
of flow propertier. A mass-averaged total prcaaure loss coefficient k'is 
defined as 
w&q - - 
CPT = (4.1) 
where P Tref 
is a reference total pressure associated with the turbine stream - 
reference conditions, and pref and u ref are the reference density and velocity 
associated with the turbine stream. The value of C PT at the starting plane 
is usually not zero due to the presence of shear layers in the initial condi- 
tions, and for clarity this starting value is subtracted from C PT in the 
presentation of results. The distributions of CpT presented thus represent 
losses incurred downstream of the starting plane. An ideal thrust coefficient 
is defined and based on the thrust which would be obtained by isentropic 
expansion from local conditions to a predetermined exit pressure. The ratio 
of the local value of this thrust T to the value Ti based on the initial flaw 
field is defined as the ideal thrust coefficient. T/Ti. The thrust is 
obtained from the relationship 
(4.2) 
where Pe is the assumed exit pressure, Fe is the Mach number based on 
isentropic expansion from the local pressure to Pe, and xe is the effective 
exit area, again based on isentropic expansion to Pe. Finally, an area- 
averaged Uach number is defined as 
/ MdA m. A 
(4.3) 
I dA A 
Results for GeometDJ -----e--e 
The first tvo solutions vere obtained for geometry A, which is shown in 
Fig. 11. The lobe shape specified for this geometry represents a high bypass 
ratio configuration and is shown in Fig. 12. As indicated in Table I, Cast 1 
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is a laminar flow calculation at a Reynolds number of 1280, based on fan 
stream properties and the initial mixer diameter. Boundary layers on the hub 
and shroud were neglected in this calculation, and instead slip conditions 
were imposed on these boundaries. Case 2 is identical to Case 1 except that 
the flow is turbulent flow with Reynolds number of 2<9 x 106, and plug, 
casing and lobe boundary layers are included. In each case, the ratio of 
fan to turbine temperature is 0.5, and the ratio of fan to turbine velocity 
is 0.707. These conditions result in matched Mach numbers for the fan and 
turbine streams. The average inlet Mach number is 0.34 in each instance. 
The streamwise distribution of total pressure loss coefficient is shown 
in Fig. 13 for Cases 1 and 2. The laminar flow has higher loss levels despite 
its neglect of wall boundary layers, a consequence of the lower Reynolds 
number. The predicted axial variation of the ideal thrust coefficient is 
shown in Fig. 14. Here it is observed that the turbulent flow calculation 
exhibits a significantly higher gain in gross thrust than the laminar calcula- 
tion. These higher thrust levels presumably reflect both increased mixing 
and lower losses in the turbulent flow case. It is also noted that the 
exit Mach number for these two cases was about 0.5 to 0.6, whereas actual 
full scale mixers would normally be choked at design conditions. 
Results for Geometg-B ------w-w 
The remaining mixer flow calculations were performed for geometry B, 
which is shown in Fig. 15. Two lobe shapes were considered, and these are 
shown in Fig. 16. Each of these lobe shapes provides a mixer with high lobe 
penetration and a bypass ratio significantly lower than that of geometry A. 
The first set of flow calculations considered here consists of Cases 3 
and 4, which correspond to lobe shape B-l in Fig. 16. These two cases 
represent both hot and cold flow conditions for which the inlet Mach numbers 
(and total pressures) of the fan and turbine streams are matched. In each 
case, the average initial Mach number is 0.194 and was estimated to give 
nearly choked flow at the nozzle exit. The fan stream Reynolds number is 
2.6~10~ in each case, and boundary layers on the plug, casing and lobe were 
included in all of the turbulent flow calculations. 'Test Case 3 is typical 
of flight cruise conditions and has a fan to turbine temperature ratio of 0.4 
and velocity ratio of 0.7. In Case 4, the fan stream conditions were identical 
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to those of Case 3, but the turbine stream temperature was reduced to match 
that of the fan stream, and in addition the velocity of the turbine stream 
was adjusted to produce the same Mach number and total pressure ratio as 
Case 3. Taken as a set, Cases 3 and 4 simulate a cozmnon experimental procedure 
for testing lobe tixer designs whereby both hot and cold flow measurements 
are taken with the aame conditions for stagnation pressure. Since the cold 
flou measurements provide an indication of losses associated with plug, 
casing, and lobe boundary layers, the differences between hot and cold flow 
measurements provide an Indication of thrust gains and total pressure losses 
due to the mixing process itself. The set of test Cases 3 and 4 thus demon- 
strate one potential use of the present calculation procedure for aiding in 
the design and evaluation of lobe mixers. 
Comparisons of the computed axial development of total pressure losses, 
Mach number, and thrust are given in Figs. 17-19, respectively, for Cases 3 
and 4. The total pressure losses for the hot flow case are somewhat higher 
than those of the cold flow case, although the distributions are similar. 
The predicted loss levels within the mixing duct are of the order of one 
dynamic head at fan stream inlet conditions. The higher loss levels present 
in the hot flow case are presumably a result of higher losses in the mixing 
layer between the hot and cold streams , since the difference in velocity 
between the two streams is much higher in the hot flow case. The axial 
variation in Mach number is shown in Fig. 18. Although the initial development 
of Mach number is very nearly'the same for the two cases, as a result of 
higher losses the hot flow case undergoes stronger acceleration near the 
exit and attains an exit Mach number of 0.91, as compared with 0.8 for the 
cold flow case. The rapid acceleration dounstresm of X/L, - 1.6 occurs 
primarily because of the change in area of the geometry but is due in part to 
frictional losses. On the other hand, since loss levels increase with Mach 
number, the total pressure losses in Fig. 17 are seen to increase rapidly 
downstream of X/Lr - 1.6. 
The final flow parameter of Interest here Is the thrust coefficient, 
which is shown in Fig. 19. As is to be expected, the thrust coefficient for 
the cold flow case undergoes a monotonic decrease, as viscous losses accumulate. 
In the hot flow case, the effects of thermal mixing provide a significant 
increase In thrust over most of the mixing duct. Beginning at about X/L, - 2.0, 
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the high loss levels associated with the nozzle-induced acceleration outweigh 
any further thrust augmentation due to mixing, and the thrust coefficient 
decreases from this point onward. At the nozzle exit, the thrust coefficient 
is about 1.0, which indicates that the mixing gain has offset the decrease in 
thrust attributable to viscous losses. In turn, the thrust coefficient at 
the nozzle exit is 0.98 for the cold flow case, and thus the net gain in 
thrust due to mixing is about 2 percent. 
The final set of flow calculations considered here consists of Cases 5 
and 6, which correspond to lobe shape B-2 in Fig. 16. These cases represent 
cold flow conditions with equal fan and turbine static temperatur-es, but 
with different average inlet Mach numbers and Xeyuolds numbers. The ratio of 
fan to turbine inlet Mach number and velocity is 0.5 in each case. These 
flow conditions attain a large velocity difference between the fan and turbine 
streams as a result of mismatched total pressures and Mach numbers. Similar 
flow conditions are present in a related experimental study of flows in this 
same mixer geometry, being performed as part of this overall contract effort. 
These cases also serve to test the present calculation procedure under condi- 
tions of significant mismatch in fan and turbine total pressures and Mach 
numbers. The axial variation of Mach number and total pressure loss coefficient 
for Cases 5 and 6 are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. The total pressure losses in 
Fig. 21 are seen to be higher for the flow with higher initial Mach number, 
as is to be expected. These cases serve to demonstrate the capability of 
the present calculation procedure for treating flows with mismatched Mach 
number and total pressure. 
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SUMM4RY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A finite-difference method has been developed for detailed computation 
of three-dimensional subsonic turbulent flows in turbofan lobe mixers. 
The method is baaed on a decomposition of the velocity field into primary and 
secondary flw components which are determined by l olution of equations 
governing primary momentum, secondary vorticity, thermal energy, and continuity. 
A two-equation turbulence model for turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation 
rate is used 'to construct the required Reynolds shear stress correlation 
coefficients. The governing equations are solved by a forward-marching solution 
procedure which corrects an a priori inviacid potential flow solution for 
viscous and thermal effects, secondary flows, total pressure distortion and 
losses, internal flow blockage and pressure drop. 
Test calculations for a turbulent coaxial jet flow were performed to 
verify that the turbulence model would perform satisfactorily for this 
relatively simple flow for which adequate experimental measurements are 
available. Several calculations for lobe mixer flows were performed for two 
geometries typical of current mixer design. These calculations included 
both hot and cold flow conditions, and both matched and mismatched Mach number 
and total pressure in the fan and turbine streams. The axial development of 
cross-sectional averages of Mach number, total pressure losses, and thrust 
were presented for these mixer flats, and these predictions are consistent 
with the behavior expected for this type of mixer flow. The results of this 
study serve to demonstrate the potential value of the present calculation 
procedure to aid In the design and evaluation of turbofan lobe mixers. Further 
evaluation of the procedure will requfre careful comparison with sufficiently 
detailed and accurate experimental measurements. 
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TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF LOBE MIXER CALCULATIONS 
CASE # GEOMETRY TF'TT u /u F T %I% AVERAGE FAN STREAE! LAMINAR OR INLET M Re TURBULENT 
1 A 0.5 0.707 1.0 0.34 1280 L 
2 A 0.5 0.707 1.0 0.34 2.9x106 T 
w 3 B 0.4 0.7 1.107 0.194 2.6~10~ T w 
4 B 1 1.107 1.107 0.194 2.6~10~ T 
5 B 1 0.5 0.5 0.0529 4.75x105 'T 
6 B 1 0.5 0.5 0.171 1.54x106 T 
Figure 1. - Schematic of coordinate system for 
three-dimensional flow problem. 
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Figure 2. - Typical lobe mixer 
geometry and potential flow coordinate system* 
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Figure 3. - Typical cross section at mixer exit surface. 
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Figure 4. - Family of lobe contours which may be specified. 
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Figure 5. - Determination of distance to lobe boundary. 
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Figure 10. - Comparison of computed fine mesh velocity profile with 
assumed coarse mesh starting profile. 
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Figure 11. - Computed coordinate system 
for mixer Geometry A. 
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Figure 12. - Lobe shape at mixer exit ourfacc 
for Geometry A. 
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Figure 13. - Comparison of laminar and turbulent losses in mixer Geometry A. 
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Figure 14. - Comparison of ideal thrust coefficient for laminar and turbulent 
flow in Geometry A. 
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Figure 16. - Lobe shapes for Geometry B. 
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Figure.17. - Comparison of losses for hot and cold flow in mixer Geometry B. 
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Figure 18. - Comparison of axial Mach number distributions for hot and cold 
flow in mixer Geometry B. 
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Figure 19. - Comparison of axial thrust development for hot and cold flow 
in mixer Geometry B. 
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Figure 20. - Comparison of average Mach number variations for flows 
with mismatched initial Mach numbers. 
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Figure 21. - Comparison of losses for flows with mismatched initial Mach 
numbers and different average initial Mach number. 
APPENDIX-A 
THE TURBULENT PRODUCTION TERM 
The production term, P, in the turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation 
equations may be expressed as 
P=~~ 
I 
z(~,,~ + e222+e332 )+e,,2+ ei22+e232 
I 
where 
I au 
4t1= h 
ahI W 
I 
x 
+*by’ h,h, 2 
av W w! u ah, 022’ : - +- - hz ay h,h, az +h,h,dx 
4%3= I dw+ .!!k+L 
-dh, 
h, a2 hyh, ax h&h, dY 
031 = 
-- 
912 = 
(A.11 
(A. 2) 
(A.3) 
(A-4) 
(A.5) 
(A.61 
(A.7) 
The production term may be simplified considerably if it is first noted 
that in the present geometry the metric coefficients are not functions of z 
(the azimuthal coordinate). Furthermore, it may be assumed that the shear 
layers are thin, since the Reynolds number is high. Thus, if the flow is 
sheared in the y direction, v and a/ay are assumed to be of order 6 and 
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l/a, respectively. If the flow i8 sheared In the I direction, w and a/az 
are assumed of order 6 and l/6. The quantity d ir taken to be representative 
of the ahtar layer thickncra. Similarly, u, x and the metric coefficients 
are presumed to be of the order of unity. If the viscoeity, uI, ia l mumed 
to be of the order ~5~ the relevant terms in P may be found by retaining only 
those terms which are of the order of unity in either of the two types of 
mhear layer described above. A8 a result P lo approximated as 
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APPENDIX-B 
USER'S MANUAL - SRA MIXER CODE 
SUMMARY 
The use of a finite-difference procedure for computing turbulent flow in 
lobe mixers is described. The procedure is based on the solution of an approx- 
imate set of governing equations derived from primary and secondary flow 
concepts. Heat transfer is accounted for through introduction of an energy 
equation. Turbulence is modeled using a two-equation model. The computer code 
may be used either in a mode in which starting conditions are generated by 
automated procedures or in a mode where sufficiently smooth and detailed 
experimental data may be used to specify the initial conditions. The manual 
describes the analysis upon which the code is based, input required and output. 
The manual also contains brief descriptions of the subroutines which comprise 
the code as well as a list of principal Fortran symbols. A flow chart of the 
overall program algorithm is also included. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The lobe mixer is a device currently being used for thrust augmentation 
on a variety of turbofan engines. The forced mixer is designed to mix primary 
(turbine) and secondary (fan) flow streams before they enter the exhaust nozzle, 
thus providing the nozzle with air having a more uniform energy which results 
in a more uniform velocity at the nozzle exit. It has long been known that 
by mixing the fan and turbine exhaust streams of a turbofan engine in this 
manner prior to expansion through the exhaust nozzle, a small but significant 
performance gain may be realized. The level of these gains depends on trade- 
offs between the degree of mixing of the two streams and the viscous losses 
incurred in the mixing process. 
To date, the performance of lobe mixers has been determined almost entirely 
through experiments. These experiments are sufficient to determine the relative 
merits of one mixer conf'iguration as compared to another but they do not directly 
provide information as to the reasons why one given mixer configuration performs 
better than another. The overall mixer flow field consists of two major flow 
regions: (1) the flow upstream of the lobe exit plane (within the lobes) and 
(2) the flow downstream of the lobe exit plane where the mixing actually takes 
place. The present study concentrates upon the actual mixing process downstream 
of the lobe exit plane, through development of a computational procedure 
applicable in this region and capable of predicting the three-dimensional 
mixing process in detail. 
Reference numbers and figure numbers mentioned in this appendix refer to 
the references and figures at the back of this appendix. 
c 
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mAlxs1s 
General 
The calculation procedure described here is an applicat$on of the 
approach developed by Briley and McDonald [l] to lobe mixer flows. The 
procedure is baaed on a decomposition of the velocity field into primary and 
secondary flow velocities. Equations governing the streamwise development of 
the primary and secondary flow velocity fields are solved by an efficient 
algorithm using both block and scalar MI methods derived from the Douglas- 
Gunn [2] splitt%nng. Although the governing equation8 are solved by forward 
marching, elliptic effects due to curved geometries and area change are 
accounted for a priori through imposed pressure gradient8 determined from the 
potential flow in the geometry in question. Since the primary concern in the 
lobe mixer problem is thermal mixing of the fan and turbine stream to achieve 
thrust augmentation, an energy equation is introduced. Finally, turbulence 
is modeled using a two-equation k-c model [3]. Since a detailed explanation of 
the analysis and of its application to the lobe mixer problem is available 
elsewhere [1,4],only a brief discussion is given here. A flow chart of the 
calculation procedure is shown in Fig. 1. 
The Governing Equation8 and Solution Procedure 
The solution procedure center8 sround the decomposition of the velocity 
into primary and secondary flow components 
b - tip + us (2.1) 
It is assumed that in the orthogonal potential flow coordinate system used in 
the lobe mixer code, the primary flow velocity c is aligned with the potential 
flow streamlines (ace Fig. 2). Similarly, the sicondary velocity e8 is assumed 
to lie in the transverse coordinate murfacem which are normal to the stream- 
lines. The equation governing development of the primary velocity component 
18 thus approximated a8 [4] 
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au au 
PUVb x +p(V,lh,h3dy + p(ws)h,h,; 
ahI 
+pb’,)uh,dy - p(v,12 h/& 
ah \ 
-pbvsfh2 -$ 
ap1 dp,(x) 
+ hgh3dx +h2h3 dx 
(2.2) 
I a 
-Redy 
(p++C1T)h,h3 du h,h, b 
h2 dy+ 1 (p+j+)au RehS dt a2 1 
In Eq. (2.2) it is noted that the coordinate system is axisymmetric and thus 
the metric coefficients are not functions of the azimuthal coordinate, z. 
Additionally, in Eq. (2.2) u represents the sole component of c 
P' 
PI is the 
imposed pressure and P,(x) represents the mean viscous pressure drop which is 
determined from the integral mass flux condition 
J h,h, pud ydz = C A 
To account for thermal mixing between the fan and turbine streams, an energy 
equation is introduced in the form 
(2.4) 
with the assumption that the laminar and turbulent Prandtl numbers are equal 
to 1.0. 
The gas law is then introduced in the form 
(2.5) 
to relate the imposed and viscous pressure gradients to the other dependent 
variables. 
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At each axial station Eqs. (2.2) and (2.4) are Solved initially using a 
block AD1 scheme [S] with the convective coefficient8 lagged 8nd with an 
l a8uxed value for dPv(x)/dx. The density is then updated using Eq. (2.5) and 
the integral~ss flux is evaluated using Eq. (2.3). In general Eq. (2.3) 
will not be satisfied and Eq. (2.2) is thus solved assuming 8 new value for 
~V(x)/dx. This process is repeated using the standard secant method [6] to 
determine 8ucce8sivc e8timate8 for P,(x) until Eq. (2.3) is 88tisfied. At this 
point the primary flow velocity component u, the tot81 energy E md the density 
P have been determined 8t the new axial station 8nd the secondary flow velocities 
must be updoted. 
To determine the secondary flow Velocity, f is preeuxed to consist of 
8oltnoidal (rotational) and irrotational CompOnentS. The rotational components 
of ii8 8re determined from solution of a 8trcamwiee vorticity equation [7] 
written in the following form [4] 
Here Q2 - u2 + vs2 + we2 and the VOrtiCity g is assumed to lie in the transverse 
coordinate surfaces and is related to the velocity by 
Eq. (2.6) is solved using the Douglas-Gum splitting 
scheme. Once 8 solution for 6 is obtained, 8 Vector 
from the equation 
of the Crank-Nicolson 
potential 3, is determined 
uhich i8 Solved using iterative ADZ. The xotatiOlla1 C~Ontnt8 Of the secondary 
flw 8re then dettrmined from 5, as 
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I a(h,w 
Vph,h, a2 (2.94 
wfP - - ph:h, 
a(h,w 
ay (2.9b) 
At this point the resulting velocity field satisfies integral continuity but 
not local continuity. This is corrected through introduction of a scalar 
potential governed by the equation 
a PV3 ad% 
dy h, dy 
d(h,h,pu) 
ax (2.10) 
Upon solution of Eq. (2.10) by scalar ADI, the secondary velocity compo- 
nents v and w are found to be 
@ 4 
(2.11a) 
’ a+s W+=h,dz (2.11b) 
and the secondary flow velocities are thus given by 
VI = Vql +v (2.12a) 
ws = W\L +w + (2.12b) 
The resulting velocity field 
ii = i,up + i2vs + T3ws (2.13) 
thus satisfies both differential and integral continuity. 
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The Turbulence Model 
The foregoing discussion was limited to mean flow equations and their 
*01ut10n. For turbulent flows, the turbulent viscosity which appears in 
Eqs. (2.2). (2.4) 8nd (2.6) must be determined. The turbulent viscosity is 
determiued using the two-equation k-s turbulence model as 
and Spalding [3]. In orthogonal coordinates and with the 
required for forward marching solution [43, the equations 
turbulence kinetic energy and dissipation are given by 
presented by Launder 
approximations 
governing the 
ak dk dk 
fUhzh3F + P%V3dy + ~%V,~ 
(2.14) 
se 
- h,h2”,c2pk + c,+ p 
where kis the turbulence kinetic energy, E is the turbulence dissipation and 
P represents the turbulence prOdUCtiOn given as 
Eqs. (2.14) and (2.15) are solved independent of the fluids equations using 
a linearized block implicit (LPI) scheme. The turbulent viscosity is then 
determined from k and c by the relationship 
(2.17) 
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The constants appearing in Eqs. (2.14), (2.15) and (2.17) are assigned their 
usual values 133 of; cl = 1.44, c2 = 1.92, c,, = 0.09, oR = 1.0 and me = 1.3. 
It should be pointed out that the production term in the k and s equations 
may be expressed computationally in several ways which may be selected by the 
user. The first option available to the user is to have the production terms 
expressed as in Eq. (2.16) with the turbulent viscosity lagged. In a second 
option, the production term in the dissipation equation is altered by substi- 
tuting the relationship of Eq. (2.17) for VI. This simplifies the term 
representing production of dissipation and the resulting expression appears to 
be computationally advantageous. In the third option, the substitution for 
I+ in the production term is made in both the k and E equations. Computationally, 
the second option appears most attractive and is presently recommended. 
If all the available two-equation turbulence model options are exhausted 
and a successful calculation is still not obtained due to turbulence model 
failures, the user may select a simpler wake turbulence model. The use of 
the wake model should provide a means of completing a given calculation under 
these circumstances 
The Coordinate System and Specification of the Imposed Pressure Field 
The coordinate system used in the present MIXER code is generated using 
the ADD code [8]. The ADD code generates a two-dimensional potential flow 
coordinate system, an example of which is shown in Fig. 2. The axisymmetric 
coordinate system for the lobe mixer calculation is then obtained by rotating 
this two-dimensional coordinate system about a centerline. Although the 
resulting coordinate system is suitable for the viscous flow calculation [4], 
the two-dimensional pressure field is not a suitable approximation to the 
axisymmetric pressure field. An a priori axisymmetric potential flow calcula- 
tion is performed to obtain a suitable pressure field. Ihe axisymmetric 
potential is obtained.from the solution of the equation 
h1h3 a2+ a 
+ h, w + dy 
using an iterative AD1 scheme. The resulting inviscid axisyaunetric velocity 
field 8, is then used to determine incompressible axisymmetric pressure 
gradients 
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v( “I;1 ) -q x (VXU,) - - $oP”*o (2.19) 
The streamvise pressure gradient is then scaled for compressibility using the 
local Mach number, I$,, which is determined as part of the viscous flow 
calculation, to give the imposed pressure gradients 
(2.20) 
The maximum value of % used in Eq. (2.20) is limited to 0.7 in the computer 
code to avoid a singularity at 3 - 1.0, although local Mach numbers greater 
than 1.0 may appear in the flow field 141. 
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SPECIFICATION OF INITIAL CONDITIONS 
The initial conditions for the lobe Mm code are specified as input, 
with three possible starting procedures. The ICOAX=l option is used for 
simple two-dimensional test cases. Under the ICOAX=l option a confined 
coaxial jet initial profile is constructed assuming a cosine velocity 
profile for the shear layer between the primary and secondary streams (not 
to be confused with the primary and secondary flow) as shown in Fig. 3. The 
velocity and static temperature ratio between the two streams is specified 
as input by the user. A lobe of constant radius is specified, and the cosine 
shear layer velocity profile is centered about the lobe radius. The thickness 
of the shear layer is input as the variable DELMIX. Boundary layers may be 
specified at SIN and/or & (see Fig. 3) using the IELJB and/or ISBX options. 
Turbulence quantities are initialized by specification of a length scale which 
is assumed to be constant across the shear layer but which varies with distance 
from a wall if boundary layers are specified [4]. Additionally, free stream 
values of the turbulence kinetic energy are specified by the user. The user 
also has the option of initializing turbulence quantities by specifying constant 
turbulence kinetic energy throughout the flow field by using the IDIS option. 
A second method of starting the calculation procedure is available to allow 
the user to perform calculations using automated starting profiles generated by 
the code itself. This starting procedure is used unless either the ICOAX option 
or IDATA option (to be discussed subsequently) is requested. In this mode, 
the user must specify a lobe shape, in terms of discrete data points, as 
indicated in Fig. 4, starting with the minimum r coordinate value. The lobe 
coordinates must be specified such that the lobe enters the computational 
domain through boundaries 1 or 4 and exits the domain through boundaries 2 or 
3 as shown in Fig. 4. The user has the option of specifying boundary layers on 
the lobe, hub and shroud surfaces, or any combination thereof through use of 
the ILOBE, IBUB and ISHE options. The primary (turbine) and secondary (fan) 
streams are indicated in Fig. 4. The user may specify nominal velocity and 
static temperature ratios between the streams. Initial velocity profiles are 
constructed by assigning the appropriate values for velocity to each stream. 
The resulting uniform profiles are then corrected for radial pressure gradients 
present at the initial plane as determined from the potential flow calculation 
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and are also scaled by boundary layer profiles. Turbulence quantities are 
again initialized through specification of a length scale and free stream 
turbulence intensities. However, the user auay specify whether the length 
scale in the region near the lobe varies with distance from the lobe or is 
constant across the lobe wake. Near the hub and shroud, the length scale will 
vary with distance from the wall if boundary layers are specified. 
The third starting procedure is activated through the IDATA option. If 
IDATA is greater than zero, the program accepts card input to specify the 
velocity and temperature field at the initial plane. The data must be supplied 
for each grid point in the computational domain. A lobe shape is specified as 
before, and DELXIX is input as a number representative of the boundary layer 
thickness on the lobe. Boundary layers on the hub and/or shroud may be 
considered using the IHUB and ISDR options. If these options are elected, 
DELHUB and DELSER must be input as representative values of the boundary layer 
thickness on the hub and shroud, respectively. Turbulence quantities are 
initialized as in the previously described starting method. 
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DESCRIPTION OF INPUT 
Input to the MIXER code is accomplished by a combination of card input 
and information which is stored on auxiliary files. Metric information 
generated by the ADD code [8] and restart data sets are stored on separate 
auxiliary files. Program control is performed through card input, which is 
divided into three categories: 
1) Plot file information for NASA-Lewis plotting package, 
2) NAMRLIST input, and 
3) Experimental flow field input. 
Format of the required input is as follows: 
Plot File Input 
CARD# COLUMNS VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
Card 1 Col. l-32. TITLE(I) Plot title, format SA6,A2. (May be 
left blank). 
Card 2 Cal. l-2 ISYN Twice the number of lobes in a 360' 
cross section of the mixer geometry. 
Col. 3-12 SYSTEM Indicates the type of coordinate system 
for plot routines. Format F1O.O, 
Use SYSTRM=2. 
Namelist Input 
Namelist 
$INl 
RG 
CP 
TZERO 
UZERO 
PZEROl 
YZERO 
Description 
Gas constant, ft lbf/(slug OR), default 1716.3 (air). 
Constant pressure specific heat, ft lbf/(slug OR), 
default is 6012.384 (air). 
Reference temperature, assumed to be nominal primary 
stream temperature in degrees Rankine. 
Reference velocity, assumed to be nominal primary 
stream velocity, ftlsec. 
Reference static pressure, assumed to be nominal 
pressure at initial plane, lbf/ft2, default is 2116.8. 
Reference length, ft. 
;. -- 
: -., 
Namelist 
VISCl 
SEND 
SIN2 
IAXI 
IDATA 
XEiJTR 
TS(I,J) 
Description 
Reference viscosity, slUgs/(ft Stc). 
-1, cylindrical coordinates. 
-2, rotated orthogonal coordinates (from ADD code) 
(&fault). 
'-1, stop after input dump. 
-0, normal run (default). 
-1, stop after printing initial plant geometry. 
-2, stop after printing initial flow field. 
-0, automated start (default). 
-1, read initial velocity and temperature field data, 
use wall length scale near lobe. 
‘2, read initial velocity and temperature field data, 
use wake length scale near lobe. 
Dimensionless distance from initial ADD code potential 
lint to initial plane of lobe mixer calculation. 
Used only for IAXI-2. Dtttmintd from ADD code as 
XENTR-(JSTEP~-l)*DS where JSTE'P~ is the number 
of the ADD code potential surface representing the 
MIXER code initial plant. See Fig. 2. 
Dimensionless transverse limits of computations domain. 
YS(l,l)-rMIN 
YS(2,1)-rHAx 
PS(l,Z)-BMIN (radians) 
YS(2,2)=Bm (radians) 
Set Fig. 2 for definition of YS(I.l) for mixer gtomttry. 
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Namelist 
IGRID(1) 
EPS(1) 
XCTR(1) 
NS 
AP 
ILAP 
Lx 
Description 
NE(l) - number of radial grid points. 
For computations using ADD code geometry NE(l) must 
be equal to the number of ADD code streamlines. 
NE(2) = number of azimuthal grid points. 
Maximum values for NE(I) are 20. 
IGRID=O, no grid stretching (default). 
'1, Roberts stretching at rMIN or eMIN. 
'2, Roberts stretching at both rHIN and rUAX 
or eMIN and eMAx. 
=4, hyperbolic sine stretch about XCTR(1). 
I-l for radial direction, I=2 for azimuthal direction. 
Used for IGRID(I)#O to control the grid stretch. 
If unequally spaced streamlines are used in the ADD 
code geometry, the value of EPS(l) must be specified 
from the ADD code. 
For Roberts stretching O.O<EPS(I)<l.O. 
For hyperbolic sine l.O<EPS(I)<S.O. 
Used only with IGRID( to specify the ~(1~1) or 
6(1=2) location about which points are concentrated. 
Number of axial stations to be computed. 
NS=l is initial plane. Maximum value is 50. 
If AP is input .GT.O a geometric streamwise grid is 
set up with Ax(J)/Ax(J-1) = AP. 
If AP is input .LT.O the user must specify the axial 
mesh. AP has a default of 1.05 but the AP.LT.0 option 
is recommended. 
ILAP=l indicates that an axisymmetric potential solu- 
tion is to be computed on the ADD code grid and the 
resulting pressure field used in the viscous flow 
calculation. ILAP has a default of 1. If IAXI is 
input as 1, ILAP is set to 0. 
LX is the number of potential lines generated by the 
ADD code. LX is used with ILAP-1. The maximum 
allowable value of LX is 50. 
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Namelist 
LY 
IPCOR 
LSEC 
ICOAX 
X(Jm 
Description 
LY Is the number of streamlines generated by the 
ADD code. LY Is ustd with IMP-l. The maximum 
allowable value of LY is 20. 
IPCOR la used wlth ILAP- to Identify the potential 
surface vhose average dimensionless velocity is 1.0 
In the ulsysasetrlc potential calculation. IPCOR 
should be Input as IPCOR-JSTEP- in general. 
See Fig. 2. 
LSEC Is a secondary flow option. 
LSEC-1, solve streamwlse vortlcity equation. 
LSEC-0, do not solve streamwise vorticity. 
LSEC has a default value of 1. 
ILAM= for turbulent flow, default. 
ILAM- for laminar flow. 
ILAM=-l wake turbulence model, requires 
specification of freestream turbulence for 
stream 1 and a length scale. 
The default value is 0. Onlylaminar flowmaybe 
considered using the automated starting routine 
without boundary layers. 
ICOAX-0, default. 
ICOAX- activates the coaxial jet starting option. 
X Is an array which contains NS values of the stream- 
wise mesh coordinate. 
If AP Is Input .CT.O only X(1) and X(2) need be input. 
If AP Is input .LT.O NS values of X must be input. 
If IAXI-1, X is a physical but dimensionless distance. 
If IAXI-2 and ADD code geometry Is used, X represents 
the dimensionless computational distance from the 
Initial plane. 
The maximum allowable value of X Is given as 
(JSTXP~-JSTEPXXNTR)*DS/USMLE where USCALE-YS(2.1)/ 
(YS(Z,l)-YS(1.1)). The maximum value of X should be 
slightly less than this value to avoid marching out of 
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Namelist 
IEECDP 
IDIF 
IDIFBC 
IDIS 
SEND 
SIN3 
IRSTIN 
IRSTOT 
JRSTIN 
JRSTOT 
Description 
the ADD code geometry which will result in an error 
termination. See Fig. 2. 
'0, uT lagged in turbulence model equations production 
terms. 
'1, uT treated implicitly in turbulence dissipation 
equation (default). 
'2, uT treated implicitly in both k h s equations. 
'0, central difference radial convective terms in 
turbulence model equations. 
4, use two-point one-sided differencing of radial 
convective terms in turbulence model equations (default). 
'0, use three-point one-sided normal gradient boundary 
condition weights. 
'1, use two-point one-sided normal gradient boundary 
condition weights (default). 
=l, specify uniform turbulence kinetic energy, at the 
turbine stream value throughout the initial flow field. 
=0, initial turbulence kinetic energy assumes 
turbulence production equal to dissipation. 
IDIS-O by default. IDIS=l should be used only with 
the constant length scale options thus if IDIS= and 
ILOBE is input as 1, ILOBE will be set to 2. If IDATA 
is input as 1, it will be set to 2. 
The number of the axial station to be read in for a 
restart. No restart If IRSTIN=O (default). 
Increment for saving restart Information., ,Restart 
files will be written every IRSTOT steps .from starting 
value of JX, the axial station counter. Default 
assumes no restarts written. .. 
File number from which restart information Is to be 
read. Default file number Is 11. 
File number on to which restart information 
is to be written. Default file number Is 11. 
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Namellst 
NFILE 
NSAVED 
IPLOT 
SEND 
SIN4 
USTRM2 
TSTRMZ 
TLlsTRl 
TusTR2 
ALEN 
AMEXIT 
DglXIX 
Description 
Sequence number ln file JRSTIN of the desired restart 
lnfo~tlon. 
The number of restart data blocks saved on file 
JRSTOT. 
If IPLOT- a plot file must be assigned In the run 
stream and Information will be written in this file 
for subsequent use In plotting. IPLGT=O give no 
plot file. Default Is IPLOT-0. 
Ratio of secondary stream (fan) velocity to primary 
stream (turbine) velocity. For matched average inlet 
Mach numbers and total pressures USTRM2=dw. 
Default value Is USTRM2=.707. 
Ratio of secondary stream temperature to primary stream 
temperature. Default Is TSTRM2=.5. 
Primary stream turbulence intensity. 
TuI- u'2/u: where uI=UZERO. 
Secondary stream turbulence Intensity. 
=q- u'2/u$ where u2-UZERGxUSTEW. 
If TUSTR2 Is input as 0.0 the free stream turbulence 
In both streams (k-3Tu2/2) Is assumed equal to 3T,i/2. 
Dlmenslonless free stream length scale Eref/YZERO. 
To be estimated by the user. As a guide, if IDATA or 
ICOAZ Is Input .GT.O ALZN should be on the order of 
O.lXDELMIX. If the automated MIXER starting routine 
Is used ALEN should be on the order of the displacement 
thickness specified. 
AMEXIT Is an assumed exit plane Mach number vhlch Is 
used to specify the lsentroplc l xlt plane pressure for 
the thrust calculation. Default value la AMEXIT-0.9. 
DELMIX is used in both the IDATA and IWAZ options. 
If IDATA Is input .GT.O DELMIX must be input as a 
dimensionless boundary layer thickness, 6/YZERO, 
presumed to be representatlve of the boundary layer 
on the lobe surfaces. If ICOAZ Is Input .GT.O 
DEWIX is the dlmenslonless thickness of the cosine 
shear layer. See Fig. 3. 
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Namelist 
DELHDB 
DELSHB 
SEND 
SIN5 
ILOBE 
IHUB 
ISBB 
BLHUB(I,J) 
Description 
DELWB is input with IDATA .GT.O as a dimensionless 
boundary layer thickness, G/YZERO, representative of 
the hub boundary layer. 
Similar to DELHDB but pertaining to the shroud 
boundary layer. 
ILOBE is a flag used in the automated starting 
routine. 
ILOBE-O indicates that no boundary layers are to be 
set up on the lobe surfaces. 
ILOBE=l indicates that lobe boundary layers are to be 
set up and a wall-type length scale based on distance 
from the lobe is used to initialize turbulence 
quantities. 
ILOBE= is similar to -1 but the length scale is held 
constant across the lobe wake. 
If ILOBE is input .GT.O the ILOBE- option is 
recommended. If IDIS is input as -1 and automated 
lobe boundary layers are to be constructed, ILOBE will 
be reset to 2. 
IHLJB=O indicates that hub boundary layers will not be 
present in the initial profile, regardless of other 
starting options. If IDATA is input .GT.O and IHUB 
is input .GT.O DELHLJB must be input. If the IDATA 
option is not used, IHUB must be input equal to the 
number of points input to describe the hub boundary 
layer in the array BLHLJB. 
ISHB is similar to IHUB except it pertains to the 
shroud boundary layer. 
If hub and/or shroud boundary layers are to be 
constructed using the automated starting routine 
(IDATA=O) the boundary layer displacement thickness 
and shape factor must be input as functions of 8 along 
the hub and/or shroud surfaces. This is accomplished 
using the array BLHDB. 
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De8crlptlos 
BLHUB(I,l) contains the values of 8 (In radians) 
vherc hub boundary layer parameters are specified. 
The 8 values are l rbltrary but must span the computa- 
tional domain. The number of 6 values specified must 
equal the input value of IHUB. A msxlmum of 20 values 
may be specified. 
BLHUB(I,2)-b*/YZERO, the dimenslonless displacement 
thlckness of the hub boundary layer at each specified 
8 location. 
NLOBE 
YLOBE(I,J) 
BLEUB(I,P)-II. the shape factor at each 8 location. 
BLHUB(I,4) is the shroud equivalent of BLEUB(I,l). 
ISHR values of 0 must be loaded In BLHUB(I,4). 
BLHUB(I,S) and BLEUB(I,6) are slmllar to BLEUB(I,2) 
and BLHUB(I,3) except they pertain to the shroud 
bouudary layer parameters. See Fig. 4. 
NLOBE Is the number of data points Input to describe 
the lobe shape and lobe boundary layers. 
YLOBE Is an array which contains the data needed 
to specify the lobe shape and lobe boundary layers. 
ELOBE values of each parameter in YLOBE must be read 
In. 
YLOBE(I,l) contains NLOBE dimensionless radial 
coordinates, R/YZERO, of the points used to describe 
the lobe shape, starting at the mlnlmum radius. 
YLOBE(I.2) contains the corresponding 8 coordinates 
in radians. 
YLOBE(I,3) contains NLOBE values of the dimensionless 
displacement thickness, 6*/YZERO, at each coordinate 
point, for the primary stream lobe boundary layer. 
YLOBE(I.4) contains NLOBE values of the displacement 
thickness for the secondary stream. 
YLOBE(I,S) contalus the distrlbutlon of the shape 
factors, 8, at each coordinate point for the primary 
stream. 
Finally, YXABE(I.6) contains the shape factor dlstri- 
butlon for the secondary stream. 
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Namelist 
IWAKE 
SEND 
$1~6 
NBCON(I,J,K) 
- .--..- _._. 
Description 
YLOBE(I,3) through YLOBE(I,6) need not be specified 
If the IDATA or ICOAX option is specified, or if 
ILOBE=O. YLOBE(I,l) and YLOBE(I,Z), the r-6 coordinates 
of the lobe, must be specified for all starting options. 
See Fig. 4. 
If IWAKE= the slots for shape factor in BLIRJB and 
YLOBE need not be input as an assumed value of the wake 
function in the boundary layer profile Is assumed. 
NBCON is a three-dimensional array which allows the 
user to select the desired boundary conditions for the 
streamwise velocity, the total enthalpy, the turbulence 
kinetic energy and the turbulence dissipation. It 
should be recalled that the momentum and energy equations 
are solved as a system of equations and the turbulence 
equations as a second system of equations. The third 
subscript, K, Indicates which set of equations boundary 
conditions are being input for. 
K=l for the momentum and energy equations. K=2 for the 
turbulence model equations. With K-l, I-l indicates 
a boundary condition for Y is to be specified. K=l 
and I=2 is total enthalpy. K-2, I-l is turbulence 
energy and K-2,1=2 is turbulence dissipation. 
The value of J ranges from 1 to 4 indicating the 
computational boundary considered. J-l for the 
;orfatfyBat RWIN, J-2 for Rm, J-3 for 6WIN and 
= MAX' 
NBCON(I,J,K)-0 specifies zero function value boundary 
condition. 
NBCON(I,J,K)=l specifies zero normal gradient. 
NBCON(I,J,K)-2 specifies second derivative zero. 
NBCON(I,J,K)-4 specifies wall function boundary 
conditions. 
Default values are as follows: 
For streamwise velocity and energy symmetry (zero 
gradient) at $fIN and 81,iAE and zero second derivative 
at RWIN and RI.~AK. For turbulence variables, normal 
derivatives are specified zero on all surfaces. 
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Namellst Description 
If a calculation IS being performed vlth hub/or shroud 
boundary layers (using wall functions) the velocity 
boundary conditions at SIN and should be 
specified as 4. % Heat transfer at t e vall Is not 
considered in the MIXEK code at present thus NBCON-1 
should be specified at &IN and k for total 
enthalpy. Default values should be used for the 
turbulence energy (which is consistent vith vall 
functions) and NBCON-4 should be specified at 
“r 
IN and 
& for the turbulent dissipatlon. If hub and or 
shroud boundary layers are not specified, the default 
value8 at kN and/or I&X will suffice. 
XCBC Is used In MIXEK calculations to change boundary 
conditions as the flow moves down stream off the hub, 
vhere wall function boundary are applied, to a center 
line, vhere symmetry conditions are applied. 
The user must specify the value of XCBC by examination 
of the geometry from the ADD code. XCBC Is computed 
as XCBC=(JSTEPXCBC-JSTEPXE~)*DS where JSTEPxCB 
the number of the ADD code potential line where t fi 
IS 
e 
plug degenerates to a centerline and JSTEPXENTB Is the 
number of the potential line representing the Initial 
MIXEK calculation plane. See Fig. 1. The default 
value causes no changes. 
XCBC 
NBCONC(1,J.K) 
SEND 
SIN7 
IPKN(1) 
NBCONC has the same function as NBCON but Is used to 
specify which boundary conditions are to be changed 
for XBXCBC and what they are to be. Default value 
vi11 cause no change in boundary conditions regardless 
of the value of XCBC. For a calculation wlth hub 
boundary layer, NBCONC Is used to change from vall 
functions to sysmetry conditions as the hub degenerated 
to a center line. 
IPBN is an array which selects variables to be printed 
at each axial station. If IPEN(I)-l variable "I" will 
be printed. If IFEN(0-0 variable "I" vi11 not be 
printed. The variables are numbered as follows: 
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Namelist Description 
I- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
Variable 
U 
V 
W 
CJ 
E 
UT 
K 
E 
5 
NJ 
M 
static temperature ratio T/T, 
total temperature To/T: 
pressure coefficient 
static pressure ratio P/P, 
total pressure ratio PO/P: 
swirl angle, degrees 
u'v' 
u'w' 
v'w' 
ICON ICON controls printer contour plots of the printed 
flow field variable. 
ICON=1 produces printer contour plots. 
ICON=O, no contour plots. 
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Experimental Flow Field Input 
The following cards are needed only If starting profiles are to be read 
in (=TA-~ or 2). Each card contains velocity components u, vr v In feet 
per second and static temperature, T, ln degrees Rankint at tach computational 
grid point. One card per grid point la required, thus a total of NE(l)*NE(2) 
data cards art needed. Format 4FlO.O. The data Is read for the grid point 
numbtring shown in Fig. 5. 
CARDS t $END+l to $END+NE(l)*NE(2) 
Cal. l-10 u - velocity component ln the computational streamvise 
direction, ftlsec. 
lf-20 v - velocity component in the computational radial direction, 
ftlstc. 
21-30 v - velocity component in the computational azimuthal direction, 
ftfstc. 
31-40 T - static temperature. OR. 
Sample Run Stream 
Listed in Fig. 6 Is a sample UNIVAC 1110 run stream for a lobe mixer 
calculation. The run stream includes all file assignments required excluding a 
plot file, using default values of JRSTOT and JRSTIN. The Input data will 
reproduce the Cast 6 results presented in [4] and will duplicate the sample 
output contained In this manual. 
The first card in the run atream assigns file 9. File 9 Is a temporary 
file which Is used to store out of core flov field variables. File PDATAS(2) 
Is the file which contains geometric Information. It Is created using the ADD 
code [8] and must be a FASTRAN formtt file. 'The USE card which follows the 
assignment apeclflts the internal unit number used In the MIXER code for the 
geometry file. PEpR3 is the restart file and must be cataloged as a word 
l ddrtaaablt file before the run. The USE card which follows sptclfits the unit 
number vhlch is used in the MIXER code for the restart file. Note that this 
must be the same aa the value of JRSTOT. If JRSTOTSJRSTIN an additional file 
ruaf be assigned vlth a USE card specifying the unit number as JRSTIN. Files 12 
through 14 are temporary filtm. The remainder of the Input has been described 
prtvlously. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTPUT 
The output of the MIXER code can be divided into two categories. The 
first includes output associated with initiation or restart of a calculation. 
The second category of output iB controlled by the user and consists of 
eurmnary tables of integral properties, skin friction coefficients, and flow 
field printouts at each marching station. Sample output, typical of that 
obtained when initiating a calculation using the automated starting procedure 
is shown in Figs. 7-13. 
The output for any case begins with the printed message ***INPUT NAMELIST 
DUMP*** which is then followed by a dump of namelists IN1 through IN7. This 
provides the user with a record of the namelist input used to run a given 
case. It should be noted that the values of XENTR and XCBC printed here may- 
differ from the input values since they have been divided by the metric scale 
factor for consistency with the MIXER coordinates. After the namelist dump, 
the message ****SUMMARY OF INPUT DATA**** is printed. This summary data is 
shown in Fig. 8 and includes the R-8 coordinates which describe the lobe 
shape, input which describes the mixing duct including the computed value of 
the metric scale factor, the primary or turbine stream, reference conditions, 
the velocity, temperature and total pressure ratios between streams, free 
stream turbulence intensities and length scale, and a list of computational 
options either specified or set by default. Following the list of computational 
options, information pertaining to the computational coordinates is printed. 
This information includes NS values of the axial mesh distribution, the 
transverse grid limits and grid stretching information. The message 
**TRANSVERSE GRID AND DIFFERENCE WEIGHTS** is then printed followed by a table 
as shown in Fig. 9. In this table, the first column contains the grid point 
indices for the y or radial direction, followed by the z or azimuthal direction. 
The second column lists the computational location of each grid point. The 
third through fifth columns list the first-derivative difference weights and 
columns 6 through 8 list second-derivative weights. If the case is a restart, 
a restart message will be printed at this point and the calculation will 
proceed. If the case is an initial calculation and if the IAXI=2 option with 
the ILAP=l option is specified, the message **POTENTIAL FLOW SOLUTION** will 
appear next, followed by an AD1 convergence message. The next LX columns of 
information printed is the axisymmetric potential flow solution followed by 
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LX columns of information which repreeeat the incompressible potential flow 
pressure coefficients. The potenti flow solution will not be printed if 
IAXI-1, if IAX2 and IMP-O, or if IRSTIN>O. The potential flow printout is 
shown in Fig. 10. 
If UXI-2, metric infomtion will follow the potent181 flow solution (If 
it h88 been printed) or rest8rt mess8ge. This metric inform8tion is shown In 
Fig. 11. JSTRP indicates the number of the potential surf8ce from the ADD 
code just upstream of the current uial location. DSTEP IS the MIXEB equivalent 
of the ADD code DS divided by the metric sc8lt factor. SQl Is the value of the 
sxi81 coordinate at the JSTEP+l potential surface 8nd SQ2 Is the axial coordinate 
value 8t the JSTEP potential surface. SQ12 is the value of the axial coordinate 
of the transverse computational plane for which the metric Information is 
needed. The variable FRACT is the fraction of the distance between SQl snd SQ2 
of 5412, FRWT-(SQ12-SQZ)/(SQZ-SQl). In the table which follows, YPRYS and 
XPWS art dimensionless radial and wial coordinates in physical space, 
respectively. Ill, II2 and B3 are the metric coefficients, DHl/DY, etc., art 
derivatives of the metrics and PRESS is l/2 of the inviscid pressure coefficient. 
If this is the first geometry printout of a new case or restart, two tables 
of this metric information art printed. The first corresponds to the initial 
or restart location and the second corresponds to the following uial station. 
If the run is a new case lmving IDATABO, for which initial profile data is 
read in, the message ****DNPRGCESSED INPUT DATA**** will be printed followed 
by flow field prints of nornalistd specified input profiles. If 8utomattd 
starting procedures are used, this printout is omitted. The next item printed 
is the message ****ARRA INTEGRALS**** followed by t summary table of arta- 
weighted or averaged quantitits. This summ8ry table is shown in Fig. 12 and may 
be repeated sevtrol times to tr8ct the history of the iteration of the mean 
pressure drop. The last t8blt printed cont8ins the v8lues associ8ttd with the 
converged solution. The t8ble cont8ins. in dimensionless form, the following: 
AREA- cross-stctiontl flow area. 
MAssFuTx- 8elf explsn8tory. 
vELQCITTFLux- the are8-8ver8ged stre8mwist velocity. 
AVE RU - the area-avtrtged value of vu. 
AREA RATIO - the rstlo of the 10~81 are8 to the inlet arsa. 
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MASS ERROR - the error in the mass flux from the mean pressure drop 
iteration. 
MASS AVE CPT - a mass-averaged total pressure loss (cf. [4]). 
IDEAL TBRUST COEF - a ratio of the local value of the thrust obtainable 
to the value at the mixer inlet (cf. [4]). 
THRUS - the dimensionless thrust, T/(p,uzyt). 
TRARAT- an area ratio of the required exit area to the.exit area required 
at the initial plane. This also implies losses as it rises 
above 1.0. 
TBAREA- the exit area used in the thrust calculation (cf. [4]). 
AVE MACH NO - the area-averaged value of the Mach number. 
AVE PT RATIO - the area-averaged total pressure ratio. 
AVE T TOTAL RATIO - the area-averaged total temperature ratio. 
AVE CP - the area-averaged pressure coefficient. 
BLOCKAGE - a local reference quantity. 
Following this summary table, the message ****PROCESSED STARTING PROFILES**** 
is printed as shown in Fig. 13 followed by flow field prints of the initial 
conditions after some preprocessing to be compatible with continuity. From 
this point onward, the form of the program output is independent of the 
mode of operation. With the exception of the first computational station, 
a table of geometric information is printed if IAXI=2. This is followed by 
the area integral tables. Following the area integrals, an AD1 convergence 
message is printed indicating the convergence of the vector potential equation, 
Eq. (2.8). A second AD1 convergence message is printed indicating convergence 
of the scalar potential equation, Eq. (2.10). A tabulation of skin friction 
coefficients is then printed if hub and/or shroud boundary layers are specified. 
Following the skin friction coefficients, the detailed flow field variables 
specified by the user are printed. The columns labeled R and Z (see Fig. 13) 
contain the dimensionless radial and axial location of each grid point in 
physical space. There is no azimuthal (6) variation of these coordinates 
due to the axisymmetric coordinate system. After the flow variables are 
printed, the output sequence is repeated for subsequent axial steps. 
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T~ORARYANDPElUWJENT STORAGE REQUIREMENTS 
With the HIXER code dimensioned for a 20x20 grid in the transverse 
pl8ne urd 50 axi st&tions , the core rtquirtmcnt on 8 UNIVAC 1110 computer 
Is about 68000 words. Four ttmporery file assignments sre required. These 
files 8rt 888lgntd as word-8ddrtss8blt files on the UNIVAC 1110 as follows: 
Unit 9 50,000 words 
Unit 12 5,000 words 
Unit 13 5,000 words 
Unit 14 5,000 words 
If a plot file is to be written, a permanent file must be created prior to the 
run. This file should be FASTRM-fkmstted and must be given 8 local file name 
of Unit 8. The actual size of the file will depend OP the computational grid 
used but approximately 14xNE(l)*NE(2)+5 words art written on this file for 
each aria1 step. If restarts are generated, a permanent word-addressable file 
must be created 8nd a local file name consistent with JRSTOT must be used (unit 
11 by default). Again, the actual length of this file will depend on the 
number of restarts written but approximately 22000 words per restart will be 
written with the deck dimensioned as stated 8bOVe. 
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ERROR CONDITIONS 
Certain types of error conditions may cauBe program termination. Those 
conditions which are known to represent possible modes of error termination are 
discussed below. 
If both ICOAX and IDATA are greater than zero, the computer code will 
produce the message ***INPUT FOR IDATA AND ICOAX IS INCONSISTENT*** and the 
run will be terminated. The user should correct the input. 
Several error terminations may occur in subroutine GEOTRE. The first of 
these errors terminates the run with a RETURN 0 CALL FROM GEOTRE and is 
associated with the inability of the computer program to find the position in 
the geometry file which corresponds to the current axial location to be 
computed. Error termination also occurs if the value of the axial coordinate 
is greater than the extent of the geometry generated by the ADD code. Both 
of these errors occur only for IAXI=2 and are caused by improper specification 
of the axial grid. The user should examine the grid being used and correct 
it as necessary. Error termination may also occur in GEOTRE if the geometry 
file is improperly assigned. 
Although no error termination occurs, it is possible that the AD1 routine 
used to solve the vector potential equation or the scalar potential equation, 
Eqs. (2.8) and (2.10), may fail to satisfy certain convergence criteria. 
When this happens, it usually indicates a failure to meet the convergence 
requirement within the allotted number of iteration, which is Bet at 50, rather 
than indicating divergence of the solution. Should this situation occur, the 
message ***ADI FAILS TO CONVERGE*** is printed followed by the message 
ITERS,PHIMAX,RRSMAX,EPSl-2=XX .xXx .xXx .xXx .xXx 
where the X's indicate numbers. The first number is the maximum number of 
iterations. The following two numbers represent maximum normalized errors 
in the solution. If the first of these two numbers is less than 1.0 and the 
second number is not greater than about lo., the message may be ignored although 
if repeated failure occurs, the secondary flow velocities should be examined 
carefully. If both of these numbers are significantly greater than 1.0, it 
may indicate divergence of the solution, although this has not been encountered 
as of this writing. Should such a failure occur, the user should carefully 
examine all input to determine if a problem exists elsewhere. The AD1 messages 
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appear just after the area Integral sumnary tables. The first AD1 message 
corresponds to the vector potential; the second corresponds to the scalar 
potential. 
Another error ussage Is generated by the code (but doea not terminate the 
run) if the iteration for the mean viscous pressure drop fails to converge within 
5 Iterations. If this occurs, the message WARNINGMASS FLUE ITERATION DID NOT 
CONVERGE-CRECK RESULTS CAREFULLY appears. If this message appears, the user 
should check the mass error printed In the area Integral sumary tables and 
decide whether the aolution is acceptable. 
If the flow chokes upstream of the last exit plane,the warning message 
discussed above may appear at the axial station before the flow chokes. At 
the axial station where the flow actually chokes the calculation procedure may 
break down completely and an error termination may occur in the square-root 
routine during the Iteration for the mean pressure drop. Under these conditions, 
the user should adjust the Inlet msss flux to allow the calculation to proceed 
to the exit plane vithout choking. 
Program execution will also be terminated on a restart case If the input 
value of IRSTIN and NFILE are not consistent. The program will print the 
message RESTART REQUESTED AT STATION ICE BUT STORED INFORMATION AT SEQUENCE Xx 
IS AT STATION EE and the run will terminate with STOP RESTAR. The user should 
correct the value of IRSTIN or NFILE and rerun the case. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SUBROUTINES 
Subroutine Name 
AD1 
ADICUP 
BCONB 
BCONU 
COEFT 
COEFTl 
CON 
COPY 
CROSEC 
Description 
AD1 is a general purpose scalar AD1 solver. 
ADICUP is a control routine which specifies the 
calling sequence of routines which set up the 
difference equations for the streamwise momentum, 
thermal energy, turbulence kinetic energy and 
turbulence dissipation equations, specify boundary 
conditions and invert the coefficient matrices. 
BCONB controls and manipulates boundary conditions 
placing them in the desired computational form. 
BCONW performs the actual specification of the 
boundary condition for the streamwise momentum, 
energy and turbulence model equations. 
COEFT sets up the finite difference approximations 
for the streamwise momentum and energy equations 
at interior grid points. 
COEFTl performs a function similar to COEFT but 
for the turbulence model equations. 
CON creates printed contour plots of flow variables, 
if called for. 
COPY reads (writes) the required information for 
a restart from (to) a restart file. 
CROSEC performs numerous functions associated with 
a transverse computational plane. The IROTE option 
over writes the n level solution with the n+l 
level solution prior to computation of the next 
axial step. The IOPTl option is used to compute 
area integrals. The IOPT option updates the 
turbulent viscosity. The IOPT option sets up 
the secondary flow stream function and vorticity 
equations. The IOPT option writes plot files. 
The IOPT option computes the imposed pressure 
gradients and updates the secondary flow velocities. 
The IOPT option sets up the scalar potential 
equation. 
DM4Tl interfaces coefficient generation subroutines 
with the block matrix inverter, MGAUSS. 
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Subroutine Name 
DYF 
DYW 
GAUSS 
GEOTRB 
BINVRS 
IFACE 
INPUTS 
LAPLAC 
LENGTH 
WAIN 
MGAUSS 
MINvB!s 
MUULT 
MSUBT 
MTPROF 
NTRANA 
NTRANB 
OUTPUT 
PRINT1 
Description 
DYF computes linearized difference coefficients 
of terms composed of the derivative of the product 
of a known function and the derivative of a flow 
variable. 
DYZA computes linearized difference coefficients,of 
a transverse derivative of a flow variable. 
GAUSS is a scalar tridiagonal matrix solver. 
GEOTRB reads the ADD code geometry file and loads 
the FG array with metric Information. 
HINVRS Is a matrix Inversion routine used by BCONB. 
IFACE interfaces forward marching subroutines with 
the axisymmetric potential flow solver. 
INPUTS reads the input for a case and performs 
preliminary set up. 
LAPLAC performs the axisyrametrlc potential flow 
solution. 
LENGTR initializes the turbulence quantities 
and updates the turbulent viscosity, as the 
calculation proceeds, given values of k and c. 
MAIN is the main program. It controls the case 
ret up, the 5teratlon on the mean viscous pressure 
drop and output. 
MGAUSS Is a block tridiagonal matrix solver. 
FfINVRS computes the inverse of a square matrix. 
MMULT performs matrix multiplication. 
MSUBT performs matrix subtraction. 
HTPROF Bets up initial profiles from data or using 
l utonated procedures. 
NTRANA and NTRANB transfer dependent variables to 
and from mass stroage devices and reorders in-core 
storage of the dependent variable8 as required by 
the solution procedure. 
OUTPUT controls the printing of flow field varlablem 
in tranmvtrat plant8. 
PRINT1 ptrfoma the actual printing of flow field 
variables. 
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Subroutine Name 
PROFT 
READZ 
RESTAR 
ROBTS 
SECANT 
SECFLO 
SHEAR 
STATUS 
TAU 
TPLOT 
VISC 
WALFUN 
Description 
PROFT sets up the boundary layer scaling when using 
the automated starting routines. 
READZ reads dependent variables from mass storage 
devices and loads them into two-dimensional arrays 
for printing. 
RESTAR controls the reading and writing of restart 
files. 
ROBTS sets up the transverse computational grid. 
SECANT is a general secant iteration scheme. 
SECFLO controls the solution of the secondary flow 
equations. 
SHEAR computes the friction velocity compatible 
with the log law velocity profile used in the wall 
function boundary conditions. 
STATUS returns control to the program after an 
NTRAN read or write providing there is not an NTRAN 
error. If an NTRAN error is detected, an error 
termination is performed. 
TAU computes the velocity gradients appearing in 
the turbulence model production terms. 
TPLOT creates printer plots of the axial variation 
of specific variables at a particular transverse 
grid location. 
VISC computes the laminar viscosity. Currently only 
the constant viscosity option is available. 
WALFUN is an auxiliary routine called from BCONW 
when wall function boundary conditions are required. 
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PRINCIPAL FORTRAN SYMBOLS 
NPOINT 
12 
Nx 
M2VAR 
NIN 
MLEVEL 
NGEOMV 
CCONl 
SIGK 
SIGE 
IZEQMD 
MIT 
Mu 
HTAU 
Maximum number of grid pointa in f direction. 
Uaximum number of grid pointa in z direction, 
muat be .LE. NPOINT. 
Maximum number of l Weamwiat computational attpa 
or maximum number of potential linta in geometry 
file. 
The number of different variable8 atortd in the 
a trray. 
The maximum number of lines of data for a transverse 
plant which may be in core l f one time. 
The number of levels of the dependent variables 
which art atortd in the t array. 
The number of different geometric variables stored 
in the FG array at each y direction grid point. 
The constant cl! in the' turbulent xriacosity 
relationship. 
The constant, ~1 in the furbultnct dissipation 
equation. 
The conattnf c2 in the turbulence diaaipation 
equation. 
The constant aK in the turbulence kinetic energy 
equation. 
The constant oE in the furbulenct dlsaipatioa 
tquttion. 
Flag indicating uat of the two-equation furbultnct 
model. 
a trray index for turbulent viacoalty. 
a trrty index for laminar viacoalty. 
a array indu for the velocity gradient term 
appearing in the turbulence equation8 production 
term. 
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NLEN 
NRHO 
NV1 
NV2 
NV3 
NENG 
NTKE 
NDIS 
NVOR 
NSTR 
NW 
NV1 
NW1 
NGPI 
NPHI 
NH1 
NH2 
NH3 
NPI 
NH12 
NH21 
NH31 
NH32 
Y(NPOINT,Z) 
z array index for local length scale. 
z array index for density. 
z array index for streamwise component of velocity. 
z array index for viscous v velocity (50.). 
z array index for viscous w velocity (00.). 
z array index for total enthalpy difference. 
z array index for turbulnece kinetic energy. 
z array index for turbulence dissipation. 
z array index for streamwise vorticity. 
z array index for secondary flow stream function. 
z array index for inviscid u velocity 
z array index for secondary flow velocity, vs. 
z array index for secondary flow velocity, ws. 
z array index for imposed pressure coefficient. 
z array index for scalar potential. 
FG array index for hl. 
FG array index for h2. 
FG array index for h3. 
FG array index for inviscid pressure coefficient. 
FG array index for ahl/ay. 
FG array index for ah2/ax. 
FG array index for ah3/ax. 
FG array index for ah3/ay. 
An array containing the distance between transverse' 
grid points in physical space. 
An array containing the computational axial location 
of transverse planes. 
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AF 
YZERO 
RREF 
UEOW 
VEOW 
RE(Nx) 
WEmu 
JX 
NEW 
NS 
UZERO 
RZERO 
TZERO 
XENTR 
ILAM 
ICDIF 
ILAP 
Lx 
LY 
LBEC 
NLOBE 
YLOBE(1.J) 
Ratio of aucctsalve axial spacing for geometric 
progression axial grid. 
Reference length. 
Reference radius, equal to YZERO. 
Value of u at NE(l)/2,NE(2)/2 stored for axial plot. 
Value of vs at NE(1)/2,NE(2)/2 stored for axial plot. 
Value of p at NE(1)/2,NE(2)/2 stored for axial plot. 
Value of ws at NE(1)/2,NE(2)/2 stored for axial plot. 
Index for axial station. 
An array containing the number of grid points in 
each transverse direction. 
The total number of atreamwise steps to be marched. 
Reference velocity. 
Reference density. 
Reference static temperature. 
Distance from ADD code initial plane to mixer code 
initial plane. 
Lsminar turbulent flow flag. 
A preset wall function boundary condition 
difference weight flag. 
A potential flow solver flag. 
The number of axial stations in the potential flow 
solution. 
The number of transverse grid points in the potential 
flow solution. 
Secondary flow option flag. 
The number of points Input to describe the lobe shape 
and boundary layers. 
An array containing the lobe shape and boundary 
layer data points. 
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~I~111111111111111111 Ill1 Ill I III 1111 II I 
BLHUB(I,J) An array containing the hub and shroud boundary 
layer data points. 
IHUB The number of hub boundary layer data points. 
ISHR The number of shroud boundary layer data points. 
ILOBE A flag used to indicate whether lobe boundary layers 
are to be considered. 
IWARE A flag controlling iteration for a wake parameter in 
the initial boundary layer profiles. 
A(MRRW,MCOL,NPOINT) An array containing the block matrix coefficients 
of the difference equations. 
Z(MZVAR,MLEVRL,NPOINT,NIN) An array containing the in-core values of 
dependent variables. 
AG(NPOINT,9,2) An array containing the transverse direction 
difference weights. 
AG7 l./Ax. 
AG8 -l./Ax. 
YS(2,2) An array containing the transverse grid limits. 
B A coefficient in the dimensionless form of the 
gas law. 
AB A coefficient in the dimensionless form of the 
gas law. 
RMl The inverse of the Reynolds number. 
IJ A transverse grid index. 
PRL The laminar Prandtl number. 
PRT The turbulent Prandtl number. 
ABENG A coefficient in the energy-temperature relationship. 
EZERO Reference total energy. 
GAMCON The quantity v/v-l, where y = the ratio of specific 
heats. 
CMACH A reference Mach number. 
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ZE(BfROU,HROW,2) 
ZF(MROW,HROW,2) 
ZG(HROW,HROW,2) 
Z?l(MRow,MROW,2) 
NBIGB 
EPS(2) 
IPLOT 
RG 
CP 
VISCOS 
TSTAG 
GAMMA 
DWT(MROW,4) 
DW 
NCS 
NBCON(MROW,4,NSETS) 
NBCONC(MROW,4,NSETS) 
IWALLF 
XCBC 
ITCNT 
ITMAX 
RUFLUX 
FG(NGEOMV,2,NPOINT) 
YSAvE(NPOINT,2) 
PEXIT 
Dummy arrays used in setting up boundary conditions 
for coupled systems of equations. 
Maximum of NE(l) or NE(P) depending on AD1 sweep. 
Grid stretching parameters. 
Plot flag. 
Gas constant. 
Specific heat. 
Reference kinematic viscosity. 
Reference stagnation temperature. 
Ratio of specific heats. 
Boundary condition coefficient array. 
Boundary condition source term. 
Variable indicator in boundary condition routines. 
Boundary condition specification array. 
Boundary condition specification array. 
Wall function flag. 
Axial location where a change in boundary conditions 
occurs. 
Viscous pressure drop Iteration index. 
Maximum number of pressure-drop iterations allowed. 
Reference mass flux. 
An array containing the needed metric information 
at the current axial location. 
An array containing the computational locations 
of the tranavtrat grid points. 
Pressure used In fhe thrust calculation. 
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Dummy array used in axial plots. ZVAR(100,4) 
IRSTIN 
IRSTOT 
JRSTIN 
JRSTOT 
NFILE 
NSAVED 
COOR(NPOINT,4) 
COORA(NPOINT) 
USTAR(NPOINT,4) 
VKC 
PCORR(NPOINT) 
IPCOR 
IAXI 
DELMIX 
YCL(NPOINT) 
USTRMl 
USTRMZ 
ESTRMl 
ESTRM2 
TUl 
TU2 
ALEN 
Restart flag. 
Restart dump flag. 
Restart file unit number. 
Restart dump file unit number. 
Sequence number of restart data. 
The number of restarts saved on file JRSTOT. 
An array containing the physical locations of the 
grid points. 
An array containing the physical value of the axial 
coordinate at the previous axial step. 
An array containing the dimensionless friction 
velocity. 
von Karman's constant. 
A dummy array. 
Potential flow normalization index. 
Geometry option flag. 
Shear layer thickness. 
Dummy array used in setting up lobe shape. 
Dimensionless velocity of the primary (turbine) 
stream. 
Dimensionless velocity of the secondary (fan) 
stream. 
Total energy of the primary stream. 
Total energy of the secondary stream. 
Turbulence intensity of the primary stream. 
Turbulence intensity of the secondary stream. 
Free stream length scale. 
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USCALE 
ICOMP 
ucoMP(NPoIm) 
IDATA 
DELHUB 
DELSHR 
ICOAX 
IKECUP 
IDIS 
IPRN(20) 
ICON 
DISTL(2,NI'OINTJPOINT) 
Metric scale factor. 
Run mode flag. 
A downy array. 
Starting option flag. 
Hub shear layer thickness. 
Shroud shear layer thickness. 
Starting option flag. 
Turbulence model coupling option flag. 
Turbulence starting option. 
A 20 bitt binary output.word. 
Printer contour plot option. 
An array containing the distance to a surface 
and the appropriate boundary layer thickness, 
used in starting. 
A dummy array. 
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CODE ADAPTABILITY 
The current MIXER code was written in a form which readily provides a means 
for adapting the code to changing needs. For example, the interface 
with the ADD code is performed in subroutine IFACE for the axisymmetric potential 
solver and in GEOTRR for the basic MIXER calculation. Thus other sources of 
coordinate generation could be used with the MIXER code through proper modifica- 
tion of these subroutines. Similarly, subroutine MTPROF controls the means of 
setting initial conditions and can be modified to provide additional starting 
options and capabilities. 
With regard to adapting the MIXER code to a machine other than a UNIVAC 1110, 
it is noted that the systems routine NTRAN is used to perform most of the reading 
and writing on mass storage. If the code is to be used on a machine which does 
not have this system routine, either the routine must be replaced or a subroutine 
which mimics NTRAN can be written using available system resources. Additionally, 
PARAMETER and INCLUDE statements are used in many areas of the code to specify 
dimensions and to access commons. If these statements cannot be used, they must 
be changed to suit the contemplated machine. 
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Figure Bl.- Flow chart of the Mixer code calculation procedure. 
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Figure BlO. - Concluded. 
Figure Bll. - Sample printout of metric information. 
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Figure B12. - Area integral summary. 
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Figure B13. - Sample printout of flow field variables. 
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